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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study is to analyze the growth effects of

Korea I a external borrowing with emphasis on the demand side and the

heterogeneous nature of long-term and short-term borrowing. This

study put forth the following research hypotheses; 1) Korea's

external borrowing, considered in the disaggregated term, has had

positive ~owth erfects on real GNP, and 2) those positive etrects

have been large enough to compensate for the cost of external

borrowing.

In order test the hypotheses, an econometrio model was set up

consisting of 16 s1lllultaneoulS equations (8 behavioral equations and

8 iDdentities). The model was fitted to annual t:f.me-series data for

the Korean econOlllY' from 1961 to 1931•

The main empirical findings obtained throUgh several historical

policy simulations are summarized aas follows:

1) Long-term debt has the largest income growth effect during

the first seven simulation years and short-term debt has nearly as

great income-augmenting effect as long-term debt.

2) However, more than 60 percent ot the net increase in income

with an increase in long-term or short-term borrowing is accounted

for by a net increase in private consumption. In addition, the next

largest income-augmenting source is a net increase in trade balance,

and, in contrast, a net in.uoease in investment turns out to be the

least important source of income growth.

trade balance, it is found that the impact is imparted mainly

v
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through export expansion in the case of long-term borrowing but

through import substitution in the case of short-term borrowing.

4) Being fueled by their effect on trade balanoe, both

long-term and short-term debt are found to have a strong positive

monetary expansion effect.

5) through a comparative analysis of the resul ts of policy

simulations starting in 1965 and those in 1975, it is found that the

inoome-augmenting effect of long-term and short-term debt has been

nearly halved sinoe the middle of the 1970s with a drastic decrease

in their positive impact on private consumption and the trade

balanoe.

6) The empir1.oal ev1.dence on the benefits and cost analysis of

external debt, based on the s1.mulat1.on results, indicates that an

incretUle in long-term or short-term borrowing creates far greater

inoome benefits than the cost of borrowing and, however, t'a1.ls to

generate enough foreign exchange to pay interest and repay the

prinoipal on the old debt. mese findings supports that the major

concern with respect to Korea's external debt is not the solvenoy

problem but the l:1.qu1d1.ty problem.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of the Probls

Korea bas achieved rElllarkable economic growth during last two

decades but bas depended heavily on external borrowing to finance

her ever-increasing investment demands. '!be republic's external

debt outstanding was 483 million at the end of 1961, tut drastically

increased to $43 billion at the end of 1~ 4, marking about a

3D-percent average annual growth rate of debt outstanding during the

period 1961-1~4.

It may be not too much to say that without the successful

implElllentation of the strateg to attraot foreign savings, the

Korean economic expansion could not bave occurred. '!be foreign

savings in Korea (espeoially external borrowing, accounting for

nearly 90 percent of the total foreign capital inflows) have

relieved the shortages not only of investment resources due to the

low domestic savings ratio but also of foreign exchange for imports.

Korea's mounting external debt bas contrituted to tbe transformation

of Korea into a semi-industrialized nation and, further, to the

diversification of the commmodity composition of Korea's exports in

favor of more sophisticated, h1gh-value-added industrial goods.

However, the external debt outstanding rose to 54 percent of DOIIlinal

dollar GNP in 1~ 4 from only 4 percent in 1961. Export earnings

also rose, bo.!t at a !!!uch al~er rate. As a censequence, Korea's

debt ssrvica as a proportion of exports climbed to about 20 percent



from less than 1 percent during the same period.

In a country that has a large accumulation of external debt and

therefore facea an increasing debt-servicing burden, it is of

importance for policy formation in the external debt management to

study the effects of external borrowing on the growth of real GNP.

Several empirical studies have been done analyzing the growth

impacts of Korea's foreign capital inflows. Most of them considered

foreign capital inflows in aggregate ter:n and attempted to examine

their impacts on the rate of real gross national output putting

emphasis on the supply side. In consequence, previous studies have

paid little attention to the following aspeots, leaving room for a

further study on this issue.

First, most previous studies put emphasis on the role at

tcreign capital inflows in enhanoing the supply ce..pacity on the

presumption that the income determination has been initiated by the

supply side in Korea as in most deVeloping countries. However, the

pattern ot Korea's economic development supports the view as shown

in Sc1tovsky (1~5) that income determination has been initiated

rather by the demand side. Once an economic plan had been

eatablished, the Korean government ambitioualy encouraged more

investment than seemed feasible on the basis of expeoted domestic

saving and expected for'91gn capital inflows. Accordingly, a rapid

increase in demand has induced an excess demand over the available

supply, which has been in turn followed by the raised supply. Based

on this view, the main mClllentum for income growth in Korea has come

fro: the de::and s:1da ..haraas the role of tha supply sica has baan to

respond to it to restore the equality beween demand and supply.

2
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Secondly, the earlier studies fooused their attention mainly on

the role of foreign capital imports only as a scur-ce of increased

investment resources. However, other roles of foreign capital

imports, fer example, in smoothing the intertemporal consumption

path or in competing with domestic savings which are stressed in the

literature were ignored in those works.

Thirdly, the earlier works have not paid attention to the

indirect et'fects of foreign capital inflows on the GNP growth

thl'OUgh their influenoe on the money supply or price. I1" the

effects of the balanoe of payments on the money supply are not

sterilized by the monetary authority, the foreign capital inflows,

through changing the net foreign esets held by the central bank,

will 1n.f'luence the monetary bee and, further, the money supply.

Under the present foreign exchange management sy'stEllll in Korea, the

foreign capital inflows, affecting the net foreign esets held by

the Bank of Korea, he played a role in changing the monetary base

and the money supply. During the period 1964-1979 an increase in

net foreign assets accounted for 40 percent of the expansion of the

monetary base on the average per annum, and during t!ie period

H80-H81 a decrease in net foreign assets accounted for 56 percent

of the contraction of the monetary base on average. The rapid

increase in the domestic money supply due to the foreign sector

became one of the main factors that caused a persistent high rate of

inflation between 1972 and 1979.

Fourthly, the earlier works considered the foreign capital

illl.ports are homogeneous. HOYlever, the main ccaponent,s of foreign

3



capital imports are not likely to be homogeneous in nature. In

particular the ahort-terDf external borrowing with a maturity less

than one yea!" which is oomposed o~ refinanoe, trade credit and "A"

aocount fund o~ ~ore1gn bank branches is not appropriate, by its

nature, fOfO the purpose of investment, while long-term borrowing is

designated for industrial investment. One conspicuous ~eature with

regard to Korea's external finanoing is a rapid inorease in the

share of short-term debt in total debt. Short-term debt

outstanding, which was only $0.7 billion at the end o~ 1973,

strikingly inoreased to $11.4 billion at the end o~ H8 4, and its

share in total debt outstanding increased ~om 16 percent to 30

peroent during the same period. U each oomponent o~ ~ore1gn

capital imports is not homogeneous in nature the change in the

struoture of Korea's external finanoing will result in the change in

the growth impaot8 o~ total capital int'lOlls.

1.2 Objective o~ the Study

T:ie objeotive of this study 1:5 to analyze the growth et~eots o~

Korea's external borrowing with emphasis on the demand side and the

heterogeneous nature of long-term and short-term borrowing.

'!be main hypothesis is established as follows; Korea's external

borrowing has had positive ef~eots on GNP growth. To teat this

maj or hypothesis this study put forth the ~ollowing two

sub-hypotheses:

(1) Korea's long-te.."'!!! and short-t=~ enernel bcrrc'!!ing,

considered in the disaggregated tei'iil, have had different positive

4
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growth effects on real GNP.

(2) Further, the positive growth impacts of Korea's external

debt have been large enough to compensate for the cost or external

borrowing.

1.3 Sequence or the Study

Chapter II wlll briefly review the evolution of Korea's

development strategies and indebtedness. Chapter III w111 present a

survey of literature relevant to this study. In this chapter,

theories about the impaots of foreign capital inflows on the

recipient economy will be briefly reviewed. In Chapter IV an

econometrio model '1111 be developed to test the research hypotheses

mentioned earlier. Chapter V wll1 preeent a discussion or the

empirical findings. Finally Chapter VI w111 8W11111arize the major

empirical rindings, discuss the policy implications and conolude the

study.

5
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CHAPTER II

KOREA'S DEVELOPMENT STRATBUES AND DEBT ACCUMULATION

2.1 Overall Trends of Indebtedness

Following the liberation of Korea from Japan in 1945 and up

until the end of 1960s, there was virtually no external finanoe in

Korea other than foreign aid from the United States. The

non-oonoessionary loan was initiated by the United States in 1959.1

through the periods of five Five-Year Economic Development Plans

beginning in 1962 and two oil shoclas in the 1970s, Korea's external

detit increased rapidly to finance the rising shortage in investment

expenditures and increasing deficits in the balance of payments.

ODe of the main features with regard to Kcrea's external finanoing

is its high dependence on debt. Foreign aid, the main source of

foreign savings thrOUghout the 1950s, decreased continously to a

minimal level in the 1970s. In addition, foreign direct investment

which amounted to 188S than 5 percent of the total foreign capital

inflows during the last two decades has been insignificant compared

to the external debt. 2

Korea's total external debt outstanding, which was only ~ 9

1Cha (1933), p. 33.

2There are three major explanations for this; (1) Korea lacks
abundant natural resources, one of the most important induoements
for foreign investment, (2) Feelings towards foreign direct
investment were adverse in Korea, especially towards Japanese
investors, (3) Korea could easily access to foreign loans on
favorable terms base,;t on its good economic achievements. Reter to
Park (1~5), p, 294.

6
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million at the end of 1962, increased to *3.6 billion at the end of

1972. But it recorded $40.1 billion at the end of 193 3 with a

drastic increase sinoe 1919 (see Table 2.1). The average annual

growth rate of external debt outstanding marked more than 30 percent

during the period 1962-193 3.

Table 2.1

Trends in Korea's External Debt Outstanding (1962-1933)

(Unit: Million U.S. $)
--------------------------------------------------------------------

(As of end)
1962 1967 1q72 1977 193 3

----------------------------------------------
I. Long- term

Debt 89
1. Loans 10

Public 10
Commercial

2. Bank Loans
3. IMF Faci

lities
4. Othersa 19

II. Short- term
Debt

1. Private
2. Banlas
3. Foreign Bank

wA- Accounts

519
413
191
~2

13
93

66
60

6

2,949
2,670
1,320
1,350

155

8
116

640
391
203

40

8,933
7,411
3,640
3,831

602

341
513

3,116
1 ,8C!8
1,095

792

23,099
15,689
9,314
6,315
5,322

1,259
829

14,196
4,001
6,281

s.see

26,033
16,175
10,403
6,114
6,511

1,354
1,645

14,061
4,947
5,620

3,494

III. Total Debt 89

IV. Foreign
Investmentb 1

645

33

3,589 12,6.1S 37,295 40,094

252 143 1,043 1,112

aElonds outstanding, long-term trade credit and cash loans.
bcumulative net foreign direct investment which is total foreign
direct investment minus withdrawals.

Source: Bank ot Korea and Ministry ot Finance.

By period: total external debt outstanding can be divided into

long-te.'"!!! and short-te..""!!! debt. Short-te..'"!!! debt refers to the debt

7
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induced through repaYBent or settl~ent within one year or less,

while long-term debt means the debt with a maturity of more than one

year which is usually industrial capital appropriated for production

and investment activities.

Public and oommercial loans, th.e largest sources of long-term

debt has accounted for more than 60 percent of total long-term debt

outstanding during the 1962-1~3 period, as shown in Table 2.1.

Bank loans, which began to be induced in 1968 from the international

finanoial markets by domestic banks to finanoe the long-term

industrial projects, emerged as another major source of long-term

debt since the mid 1970s. Besides these, borrowing through bonds

issued, IMP' fac1lities, long-term trade credits and cash loans have

been increaaing since the 19708, even though their shares in the

total long-term debt are not significant.

Concerning the evolution ot Korea l s external debt, the most

conspicuous phenomenon is the rapid increase in short.-term debt.

The share of short.-term debt in total debt outstanding was less than

30 percent until 1978 but increased to 36-39 percent during 1~0-83.

This shows Korea depended mainly on the short.-term borrowing for

financing its current account deficit which greatly expanded atter

the second 011 abock in 1979-1~0. The short.-term debt is composed

of refinance, trade credit and so-called nAil account of fcreign bank

branches which they borrow from their parent offices and is used for

operational e:penditure or loanable fund. The borrowing outstanding

from these wAw accounts or foreign bank branches marked nearly $4

billion during the 1932-1933 period, showing the share of about 30

percent in total 5hcrt=te..-,: debt.

8



Korea depended on the United States and Japan for 60-70 percent

of its external borrowing until the beginning of the 1970s. Atter

the first 011 shook, Korea borrowed also from EEC countries and the

international finanoial institutions suoh as the World Bank and the

Asian Development Bank. As of the end of June 1!8 3 " the shares of

debt outstanding except for the bank loans from the United States

and Japan declined to 30 percent and 15 percent, respeotively, while

the shares of those from the internatiooal finanoial institutions

and EEC countzoies inoreased to 22 percent and 17 percent,

respectively. In debt struoture, the share of floating rate debt

has increased over time, refleoting the decreasing share at public

loans mainly assooiated with fixed rates. Floating-rate debt

inoreased to 65.5 percent by the end of 1~3 from 45.1 percent at

the end of 1971.

Reflecting the rapid accumulation of external debt, Korea's

debt service payments (i.e., interest and principal payments)

increased to $3.1 bUlion in 1979 and further to $5.9 billion in

1~3. ACCOI'dingly, the roll-over l'aUo of long-term debt (the

ratio of prinoipal and interest payments to the amount of new debt)

rEmarkably increased to 95.3 percent in 1~2 from 50.7 percent in

1972.

Long-run trends in major debt indicators based on only

long-term debt are shown in Table 2.2. Judged from the trends of

these debt indicators, Korea's debt servicing burden is becoming

heavier. In pa,..tiQ1..!lar the ratio o~ debt outstanding to GNP, which

is often used in analyzing the long-run debt servicing capacity at a

country, haa increased over the last two decades.

9
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Table 2.2

Trends in Korea's Major Debt Indicatorsa (1962-1~2)

(Unit: percent)

Debt Service Debt Outstanding Debt S~"Vice Interest Payments
RaUob /GNP /GNP /GNP

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1962 0.7 1.2 0.1
1961 5.2 11.1 0.8 0.3
1911 20.4 26.2 3.5 1.1
1916 10.6 21.3 3.1 1.4
1~1 13.8 33.3 6.0 2.8
1~2 15.5 35.1 6.1 3.5
-------------------------------------------------------------------
aBAsed only on the long-term debt.
bnle ratio ot interest and prinoipal payments to the current foreign
exohange earnings (i e.. the SWI ot exports and invisible trade
reoeipt).

Source: Economic Planning Board, Egonomig Indigators ~ Korea
(19$3> •

2.2 DeVelopment Strateg1es and Debt Acoumulation

The long-term econom:l.o growth ot Korea has been based on a

debt-tinanced deVelopment strategy, in particular, the way in which

tour five-year development plans have been f~ulated and exeouted

sinoe 1962.3

In actual economic planning, the Korean planners set a

reasonable target rate ot growth in a five-year development plan.

If the domestic savings expected to be available during any plan

period could not meet the required investment, then the shortfall

would be made up by foreign capital inflows, which were assumed to

be available. When, hUliever, a sufficient volume of investment was

3Park (1935), p. 292.
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induced to contOl"m with the ambitious investment plans, the

government has been ready to induce more funds than originally

planned, rather thar tc reduce the excess demand.

Further, in the absence of well-funotioning finanoial and

oapital markets, together with a low propensity to save, the

government has intervened actively in mobilizing finanoial resources

to support the development programs and allooating them in the

de~ir6d directions. In particular the 8Qvernment resource

allooation policy has been carried out to accommodate development

strategies and investment policies in different stages of

development refleoted in the five suocessive five-year development

plans. 4

a..a.J. OUtward-looking strategy !.196Z.:.1.U

Since Korea launched its First Five-Year Development Plan in

1962, it pursued an outward-looking development over the periods of

the First and Second Five-Year Plan. '!be essence of the

outward-Iook1ng strategy was to promote labor-intensive

manufacturing exports in which Korea had a comparative advantage.

In order to implement this strategy, the 8Qvernment endeavored

to mobilize both internal and external resources. For example, to

mobilize domestic savings the government undertook a financial

reform and raised interest rates on bank deposits and loans from. 12

percent to as high as 26.4 percent. Further, in 1966 the government

amended the Foreign Capital Inducement Law to grant repayment

guarantees on foreign loans and investment. Even though the marked

4Hcng (1979), pp. 110=145, and Park (1965), pp. 292=296.
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increase in domestic interest rates caused a rapid increase in

domestic savings, it made the borrowing cost from the domestic

market much higher than that from abroad even after the foreign

exchange risk was taken into account (Table 2.3). '!be .interest rate

dif'f'erentials and the loan guarantee system provided foreign lenders

with strong inoentives to lend to Korea and, in consequence, led to

a flood of foreign capital inf'lows for the next several years. As a

res\!l t~ tbe external debt outstanding increased from ~ 9 million in

1962 to $2.9 billion in 1911.

Table 2.3

T:rend8 in Dif'f'erential between Domestic and
International Interest Ratee (1966-1~ 3)

(Unit: percent),---------- --------------- ------------------------
1966-10 1912-16 1911~1 1~2 1933

------------------------------------------------------
Domestic interest ratesa(I) ~4.4

Financial cost of external
I:orrowing (II) 11.5

LIBOR rate (3 months) 6.4

Loss in exchange rate 5.1

Interest rate dif'f'erential
(I-II) 12.9

16.1

14.8

19.9

19.1

11.6

0.8

12.5 10.0

20.6 15.7

13.2 9.6

1.4 6.1

~.1 -5.7

aInterest rate on commercial loan with one-year maturity.

Source: Bank of Korea.
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In order to promote exports the government readjusted the

exchange rate. In 1964, the multiple exchange rate system was

replaced by a unified exchange rate system and the Korean won was

devalued by nearly 100 percent. In addition, a wide range of

incentive measures for promoting exports was provided such as export

credit to exporters, tax and tariff exemptions (or reduotions) on

raw materials used in tbe manufacture of expozet goods.5

In the allocation ot mobilized internal and external finanoial

resources throughout the period ot the First and Second Five-Year

Plans, emphasis was put on allooating more resouroes to

export-oriented industries in the manufaoturing sector, e8pecially

labor-intensive, light manufacturing industrie8.6 Table 2.4 shows

that, at the end ot 1911, 41 percent ot total loans and discounts

outstanding ot Korea's dep08it money banks (oommercial banks and

specialized banks) was allocated to the manufaoturing sector and,

further, 61 percent ot that portion was accounted tor by the light

manufacturing industry.

5With respeot to the various inoentives for promoting expol~ts, refer
to Ob <193 5), pp. 20-25.

6In order to effect a desired allocation of the funds in the banking
sector, the Regulations Pertaining to the Use of Funds in the
Financial Seotor have been amended sinoe it was promulgated in 1958,
and government directives have !!!od:!.!'ied frO!!! t:!.!!!e to t1!!!e their
scope ot and emphasis on the preferred industries. With respect to
the loan a!loo::.t:!.on pclio.ie~, refer to Hong (1919), pp, 110-45.
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Table 2.4

Loans and Discounts of Deposit Money Banks by Industry
(196O-1~4)

(Unit: B11110n Won)

------------------------------------------------------------------
(As end of)

1960 1965 1971 1976 1979 1~1 1~4

------------------------------------------------------------------
Pr1mary
Industry 12.0 19.5 126.0 383.8 816.8 1,339.5 2,469.3

Mining and
Quarrying 0.3 1.1 21.7 52.8 122.1 130.6 154.6

Manuf'ao-
turinga 1.2 ~.8 4~ .5 2,133.6 4,8 74.2 8,689.8 12,295.3

(29.6) (39.9) (46 .6) (57 .3) (54.3) (54.5) (43.9)
Heavy and
ChElllioalb 2.3 10.9 168 .8 941.1 2,J82.0 4,587.0 6,147.2

(31.9) (37.8 ) (39.4) ( 44.4) (50.9) (52.8 ) (54.9)

Ligbtb 4.9 18.0 259.0 1,186.5 2,392.2 4,102.8 5 ,5J8 .2
(68.1) (62.5) (60.6) (55.6 ) (49.1 ) (47.2) (45.1 )

Social
Overhead 0.8 2.5 116.7 467.9 1,366.4 2,CS7.5 4,8 74.9

Services 3.4 13.8 142.6 411.6 1,023.4 2,251.5 4,874.9

Others 0.6 6.3 84.0 215.2 774.7 1,456.1 3,365.8

Total 24.3 72.1 919.5 3,724.9 8,977.8 15,955.0 27,978.9
-------------------------------------------------------------------
aFigures in parentheses are shares of total loans and discounts.
bF1gures in parentheses are shares ot the loans and discounts
for manufacturing sector.

Source: Bank of Korea, Economic Statistics Yearbook, various issues.

In addition, the largest portion, about 40 percent of total

publio and oommercial loans induoed during the period ot 1959-1971,

was imreated in the manufacturing sector (Table 2.5).

14
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Table 2.5

Sectoral Distrib1tion of Public and Commercial Loans
(1959-H82)

(Unit: Million U.S. $)

------------------------------------------------------------------
1959-66

Primary 39
(13.2)

Mining 9
(3.0)

Manuf'ac-
turing 156

(52.7)

Ligbta 42
Heavy 114

Social
Overhead 75

( 25.3)

Other
Services 17

(5.7)

Total 296
(100.0)

1967-71

378
(17.5)

13
(0.6)

820
(37.9)

217
603

739
(34.1)

214
(9.8 )

2,164
(100.0)

1972-76

499
( 9.2)

(-)

2,145
(39.7)

570
1,575

1,38 9
(25.7)

1,375
(25.4)

5,400
(100.0)

1977-82

24
(0.2)

4,839
(30.3)

540
4,299

7,003
(44.4)

2,686
( 16.8 )

15,954
(100.0)

Total

2,238
( 9.4)

46
(0.2)

7,960
(33.4)

1,342
6,618

9,266
(39.0)

4,292
(18.0)

23,822
(100.0)

------------------------------------------------------------------
aIndustries; tood and beverages, textiles and clothing, wood and
paper and other unspeciried manuf'acturing sectors.

Source: Economic Planning Board, Economig Indigators ~~,
various issues.

The social overhead capital sector was the second largest

predominant recipient of those loans, since the government did not

want to have any bottleneck to rapid eceneeac gro-.th.

Owing to the outward-looldng strategy the average annual growth

ot' exports during the ~962-1971 period was 39.6 percent and real GNP
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grew at an annual rate o~ 8 .7 percent during the same period. This

rapid economic growth was aocompanied by a modest rise in prices

compared with that during the subsequent period. The average annual

growth rate of GNP deflator was 17.5 percent during the period (see

Table 2.6).

Table 2.6

Macroeconomic Development (1962-1984)

(Unit: percent)

------------------- - ------------------------------------------
1962-66 1967-71 1972-76 1977-79 1980~1 1982-84

-------------------------------------------------------------
(Annual Average)

GNP "rowth Rate 7.9 9.6 9~7 9.6 0.5 7.5

Gross Fixed
Investment 16.3 25.4 27.0 31.5 30.2 ~ .2
(percent o~ GNP)

Gross Domestic
Savings 8.0 15.1 20.4 ~ .0 21.8 24.8
(percent o~ GNP)

Export Growth Rate 43.9 35.3 49.6 23.6 26.1 8.5

Terms o~ Trade 126 .8 a 145 .8 121.0 125.1 107.4 112.5
(1975=100)

GNP Def'lator
Growth Rate 19.7 15.2 21.1 19.6 20.8 4.7

Money supply (M2)
Growth Rate ~.4 44.0 31.2 33.1 26.0 16.6

aAnnual average during the 1963-1966 period.

Source: Bank of Korea, Economic Statistics~~, various
issues.

2.2.2 Promotion sa.~ .5lW1 Chemical Industries (]972-1979)

In the early 1970s the Korean government began to modify its
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outward-loold.ng development strategy by 8Ilphas1zing import

substi tutiolf, particularly in heavy -and ohemical industries. 7 The

partial withdrawal of U.S troops from Korea which started in 1971

faroed Korea to develop its own defense industry. In addition to

this and facing growing proteotionism, Korea was foroed to

restruoture the commodity oomposition of its exports in favor of

more sophisticated, bigh-value-added industrial goods.

Due to these developments the development of heavy and chemical

industries was emphasized throughout the entire period of the Third

Five-Year Development Plan (1972-1976) and of half of the Fowoth

Five-Year Plan (1977-1~1). A mesive investment program in these

industries, finanoed largely by foreign loans and preferential banks

cred1t, was put into effeot in 1973 and pursued vigorously until

1979.

To finance this large inorea:se in investment, the government

allocated nearly 30 percent of total public and commeroial loans

approved during the 1972-1979 period to the heavy and chemical

industries (Table 2.5). In order to direot domestic resources to

those industries the government established the National Investment

Fund in 1974, whose majcr sources are the public employee pension

funds and a substantial portion of private savings frail banking

institutions. These funds were then channeled into heavy and

chemical industry projects through the deposit money banks, the

Korea Development Bank, and the Export-Import Bank acting as

intermediaries.8 woen these funds proved to be insufficient to

7"..- '11'05' ft 9-.-..... \ ~ I' ~.
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f'im.n~e all such projects, banks were urged to make additional loans

available on a preferential ba8ia.9 As a result, more than 50

percent of' bank credit absorbed by the manufacturing seotor during

the 1972-1979 period we directed to the heavy and chEmical

industries and the share of' tbose industries in the total credit

outstanding of' manufacturing sector increased !'rom 39.4 percent in

1971 to 50.9 percent in 1979 (Table 2.4).

Between 1972 and 1979 Korea achieved high annual average growth

of' 9.6 percent and upgrading its export structure. 10 These

achievements were obtained, however, at the cost of' a high rate of'

int'lation, 20.5 percent of' average annual growth rate of' GNP

def'lator during that pericti~ 41 though t.he world-wide oo!!!!!!odity boom

of' 1972-1973 and the quadrupling of' oil prices in 1973-1974

origf.nated the high inf'lation, two other internal f'actors were

responaible f'or the high inf'lation throughout the period.

First, with the government's ambitious investment plan a large

increase in investment we induced and an excess of' eff'ective demand

over the available supply was the consequence. In particular with

the prolonged world-wide recession since 1974, Korea's new

industrial strategy resulted in excess capacity in the heavy and

chemical sector. Accordingly the excess demand in the f'ace of'

8 The lending rates of' the National Investment Fund varied !'rom 6
percent f'or export suppliers credit to 16 percent f'or the loans to
the heavy and chemical industries with 3-8 year maturity. Refer to
Park (1~5), pp. 34-35.

9Kim (1~ 5 ), p. 11.

10The share of' heavy and chemical industrial products in total
exports rosa from 21.3 parcant in 1972 to 34.7 parc-ant in 1978.
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oapacity limitations ~or light industrial goods ~eled inflationary

pressures. 11

Second, rapidly increasing Iilt"'ney 3Upply, 3h~!dng more than 30

percent of the average annual growth rate in the 19703 (Table 2.6) ,

aggravated inflation. 12 '!'he causes of changes in the monetary

bee13 by sources are presented in Table 2.7. Table 2.1 shows that

the foreign sector, i. e, , net foreign aS38ts held by the Bank of

Kore..3., has played a dominant role in fluotuation of the monetary

bee sinoe the early 1960s. During the 1972-1979 period increases

in net foreign assets accounted tor about 40 percent of the

expansion ot the monetary base, and during the period of 1~0-H81

the decrease in net toreign assets accounted for 56 percent o~ the

oontraotion ot the monetary base. Inoreases in net foreign assets

until 1979 were mainly due to large inflows ot ~ore:l.gn capital with

relatively small debt service payments, while decreases in net

t"ore1gn assets during the latter period were mainly due to a large

increase in debt-service payments in spite of large' inflows of

financial capital. 14

11Morgan Guaranty Trust Company (1~ 4), .iQr.1.sl Financial Market,
March, pp. 1-3.

12Kim (1~5), p. 13.

13Monetary base is composed of five kinds of the central bank's
assets: net claims on the central government, net claims on the
government agency, net claims on the banking sector, net foreign
aaaete and other net aaaeta.

140h (1~5), pp, 65--66.
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Table 2.7

Changes in Monetary Base by Source (1962-1~ 1)

(Unit: Billion won)

------------------------------------------------------------------
1962-66 1967-11 1972-76 1977-79 1~0-1981

------------------------------------------------------------------
Government Sector 3.1 -10.1 381.7 -154.1 864.8

Government Agency
Sector 18.3 13.5 78 .0 130.0 130.0

Ban!d.ng sector -2.8 84.0 202.0 1,373.6 -349.8

Foreign Seotora 30.7 88.6 517.9 714.0 -374.8
(56 .0) (42.6 ) ( 45.1) (35.1) (56 .2)

Other Secter 5.5 32.0 -29.0 -33.7 -936.7

Total
(Monetary Base) 5 1• 0 2C8 .0 1,149.5 2,030.3 -666.4"01,1

------------------------------------------------------------------
aFigures in parentheses are shares in the monetary base.

Souroe: Bank o~ Korea (1~ 4), H2J:ln.Al:U1 Banlc1ng Statistic:!.

2.2.3 Emphasis ~ Continued Growth~ Stability

(1979-present)

Between 1979 and 1~ 1, the Korean economy was severely struck

by a series o~ external and internal shooks that caused an economic

downturn and a huge accumulation o~ foreign debt. As a consequence,

the main priority of the government's polioies was put on restoring

oontinued growth with price stability since 1979.

High inflation precipitated by the second 011 crisis in 1979

deteriorated the terms o~ trade by 14.7 percent during the period

1979-1~1. '!be world-wide recession and the rapid increase in

domestic labor costs reduced sharply the growth rate o~ Korea's

exports in the years 193 0 and 1931. Korea also experienced a
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disastarous crop failure in 1~0. In addJ.tion, the tl'ends of high

interest rates in the world finanoial ma~kets aggravated Korea's

interest payment burden of external debt (Table 2.8 ). As a result,

the current account deficit recorded $5.3 billion in 1~0, 8.7

percent of its share of' GNP compared with 1.1 percent in 1976 (Tabl e

2.9). A large current account deficit and rapidly increasing debt

servicing burden led to a surge in external borrowing, especially

since 1979 as reviewed in section 2.1. While facing these problems,

Korea had to conf'ront many political dJ.fficul ties caused by the

assassination of President Park in Ootober 1979. '!be ensuing social

and political uncertainties clouded the investment climate in the

business sector. Owing to these unfavorable external and internal

deVelopments, the Korean ecol101Q' experienced negative growth of'

miDU8 5.2 percent in 1~O while inf'lation soared to 25.6 percent

measured in GNP deflator.

Table 2.8

Interest and Principal Payment of External Debt (1962-1984)

(Unit: Million U.S. $)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

1962 1966 1972 1977 1~0 1~2

Interest Payments 12 161 734 2,655 3,823

Short.-term Debt 1 7 218 1,28 5 1,528
Long-term Debt 11 154 516 1,370 2,295

Principal Payments 1 23 255 823 1,5'18 2,121
(far long-term debt)

Total 1 35 416 1,557 4,233 5,944

-----------------------------------------------------------------

------ --

s-..· "'·tJ ""'~. Eccnc:ic Planning Board ('SS3), !6.a1cr Statistic; gf Koregn
EconQ!!lI and Ministry of Finance (198 3), Fiscal.D!i Financial
Statistics.
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Table 2.9

Trends in Current Account Balance (1962-H84)

(Unit: Million U.S $)

------------------------------------------------------------------
1961 1966 1911 1916 1S60 1S62 1S6 4

------------------------------------------------------------------
Trade
Balanoe -242 -430 -1,046 -590 -4,38 4 -2,594 -1,035

Exports 41 250 1,132 7,815 17,214 20,819 26,345
Imports ~3 680 2,178 8,405 21,593 23,414 27,310

Invisible
Trade Balanoe 44 106 -12 . 1 ,38 6 -554 -878

Unrequited
Transters 231 220 111 349 449 449 541

Current
Balancea 33 -103 -847 -314 -5,321 -2,650 -1,313

(1.4) (2.7) ( 9.0) ( 1.1) (8.7) (4.2) (1.1)

aFigures in parentheses are percentages ot GNP.

Source: Bank ot Korea, Egonomic Statistigs~ Jm2k, various
issues.

One important development with regard to Korea's debt

accumulation since 1979, as reviewed in seotion 2.1, was the Korean

government's heavy dependenoe on short-term debt to tinance enlarged

current bal.ance detic1ts. Due to unf'avorable conditions for

long-term borrowing in the international finanoial markets, such as

high interest rates and growing concerns over high-borrowed

countries, borrowings through the foreign bank branches were

pref'ered by the monetary authorities.

Since the initial opening of four major U.S. and Japanese bank

branches in Korea in 1967, there has been a large inf'lux of foreign

banks, particularly during 1977-1935 (Table 2.10). As of' February

1935 there were 52 branches of 45 forei.gn be"lrs frO!!! 11 countries.
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Table 2.10

Number of Foreign Bank Branches Opened in Korea (1967-15:85)

------------------------------------------------------------------
(ODened)
1967-71 1q72-76 Totala

(By Country)
U.S.A. 3 1 12 4 20
Japan 2 2 0 4 8
France 0 2 3 1 6
U.K. 1 0 4 1 6
Canada 0 0 2 1 3
Singapore 0 0 2 1 3
Germany ... 0 1 1 2u
Others 0 0 2 2 4

------------------------~----------------------------------------aAa ot February 1~ 5 •

Source: Korea Exchange Bank (1~ 5 ), Monthly Bulletin, April, Vol.
IIX, P. 2.

Table 2.11

Sources ot Funds at the Foreign Bank Branohes (1979-1~4)

(Unit: Billion won)

------------------------------------------------------------------
1979 1S81 1S83 1S84

--------------------------------------------------------
Local Currency 269.2 • 657.9 820.3 1,027.2

(23.1 ) (22.8 ) (19.5) (20.2)
Deposits 95.7 216.1 313.3 392.2
Capital, Reserves 26.1 64.7 132.5 1:;i3.3
Others 147.4 377.1 374.5 476.7

Foreign Currency 895.7 2,221.4 3,389.2 4,056.5
(76.9) (77.2 ) (80.5) (79.8 )

Inter-ottice
Borrowings 876.7 2,113.7 3,005.6 3,650.0

(75.3) (73.4) (71.4) (71.8 )
Deposits in
Foreign Currenoy 15.0 92.9 227.3 272.8
Others 4.0 14.8 156.3 133.7

Total 1,164.9 2 /J 79.3 4,209.5 5,083.7
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) rioo.c:

------------------------------------------------------------------
Source: ~., p.4.
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It is noteworthy that 41 of the 52 branches opened during the

19'7'7-1~5 period. Thanks to various privileges extenlled by the

government (including eXElDption from corporate tax) the share or

foreign bank branches in the total assets of deposit money banks in

Korea rapidly increased (6.2 percent in 19'79 and 8.5 percent in

1~ 4) • In addition, their share in the loans of the deposit money

banks was 11. '7 percent in 1~ 4 and 61.5 percent especially in case

of foreign currency loans in the same year. 15 With rapidly

increasing business activities of foreign bank branches, their need

for operational funds also 1noreased markedly. Because of a poor

share of deposits reoeived in the total assets, however, the foreign

bank branches have depended tor more than '70 percent of total fund

sources on inter-oftice borrowing: the so-called WAft accounts of

foreign bank branches (Table 2.11). Borrowed funds through this

channel were partly used for loans in toreign currency and the rest

of them were converted into domestic currency funds under the swap

agreement with the Bank of Korea. This type ot borrowing accounted

for about 30 percent of total short-term loans introduced into Korea

during the 1978-1~3.

Throughout the 1~ 1-H82 period a series of retlationary

policies were introduced to stimulate investment and exports,

inclUding a devaluation of the won by about 12 percent16 and a

15Korea Exchange Bank (1 ~ 5 i, p. 6.

16In January 1~O, the KoreM goverWilent devalued the won vis-a-vis
the U. S. dollar, and raised the bank deposit and lending rates by 5
to 6 percentage points. Hwever~ these measures ~ere !!!ainly to
improve tile current account.
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reduction o~ bank interest rates on both deposits and loans by an

average of 4 percentage points.

Since 1~2, due to a sharp decrease in the 011 price and

international interest rate, the terms o~ trade improved and Korea's

exports began to inorease with the recovery of world economy. As a

consequence, Korea achieved 7.5 percent growth in GNP with a modest

inflation rate of 4.7 percent during the 1~2-84 period (Table 2.6).

This also contributed to an upward shi~t in the gros:a domestic

saving ratio and a corresponding improvement in the current aocount.

Recognizing the lessons obtained in the 1970s, the Korean

government took a series of measures to reduce government

intervention in the mobilization and allocation of fiJ]8.noial

resources. The government reliDquished its holdil1gZ!l in all five of

the major commercial bal1.~ by 1~3. In January 1~2 the monetary

authorities abolished dire ~t control over bank lendil1gZ!l and quotas

in preferenoe to indirect reserve control.17 In addition, these

foreign investment was further liberalized in 1~ 4 to adopt a

negative list system for approving foreign investment appl1.oations.

2.3 Foreign Capital Induoement System in Korea

In 1961 the Foreign Capital Inducement Law was enacted to

create an environment more conduoive to capital inflows. One year

later a supplement to this law established procedures for granting

repayment quarantees on foreign loans. In 1966 the Foreign Capital

17Park (198 4). p, 37.
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Inducement Law was amended to increase the attractiveness or lending

and investing in Korea, making it clear that, 11" foreign-rinanced

firms do defaul t on repayment of loans, the government will

supervise their management and property to achieve solveney. In

addition, the Public Loan Inducement and Management Act was

promulgated in 1973.

In December 1~ 3 the government amended again the Foreign

Capital Inducement Law which became erfective since the 1st or July,

1~4. The revision effected substantial changes in its system and

contents in the previous laws. Basically this revision intends to

consolidate diverlSit'ied legal statutes concerning foreign capital

inducement into one law to attract and manage foreign capital more

et't'ectively.18 In addition, the revision provides a more ravarable

environment for rareign investment.

a..3..a.1. Long- term .J2.cltt

Public loans, one ot the major components ot long-term debt,

are negotiated by the government in accordance with the Foreign

Capital Inducement Law. The Minister ot Finance on behalr ot' the

government formulates a public loan plan and obtains in advance the

consent of the NatioDal As:sembly prior to the formulation ot' the

plan. When the Ministry of Finance draws up the plan, the

government agencies or Korean corporations desiring to induce public

loans should submit an application for a public loan to the Ministry

or FiDance. Then the Ministry of FiDance refers the loan project to

the Investment Project Review Committee19 in order to analyze it in

18Korea Chamber ot Co!!!!!6rce and Industry (1985), pp, 14-28.
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relation to the long-term economio development plan. Each project

is granted at'ter multilateral reviews at the Ministry or Finance,

the Economic Planning Board and other government related agenoies on

its economic soundness, possibility or domestic oapital procurEllDent

and its relation to the economic development plan. '!be repayment of

public loans may be guaranteed by the government for a project that

a bank finds difficul t to guarantee.

The induoement of a private commercial loan must be authorized

by the Ministry of Finance. '!be Ministry conduots, upon receiving

the applicatioc, a pre11m1nary review in accordance with the

criteria enumerated in the Foreign cap.1.tal Inducement Law. When the

Minister o~ Finance deems it necessary, be may crder the said loan

to be supplElllented or modi~ied. Finally the loan application is

sent to the Foreign Investment Project Review Committee for turther

consideration. Repayments o~ commercial loans are generally

guaranteed by banking institutions or, in sOIIle cases, by the

borrower's parent company. In addition, loans can be made on the

basis of the borrower's own credit.

Long-term borrowings trom the international financial markets

by banking institutions such as bank loans or bond issue for

industrial project are induced under the provision of the Foreign

Exchange Law. Banking institutions are required to consult in

19'1b1s is an advisory body to the Minister of Finance, which
consists of the chairman, the Director-General or the Economic
Cooperation Bureau of the Mim.stry of Finance, and not more than 14
members, inclUding second- or third-class officials of related
min1stries and experts on economic cooperation and internationa!
finance.
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advance with the Ministry or Finance about tbe amount, terms and

conditions or borrowings.

~ ShQrteterm~

Short-term debt inclUding short-term trade credit, bank

r&rinanoe and IIA" accounts or roreign bank branches is induced under

the Foreign Exchange Control Law promulgated in 1961 (the inducement

or long-term debt is controlled under the Foreign Capital Inducement

Law) •

According to the Foreign Exohange Control Law, a resident may

borrow short-term currency ronds t'rom a nonresident in a roreign

country with the permission or the Bank or Korea. To pay the

prinoipal and interest and any other inoidental costs on short- term

borrowing or roreign roods a payment license must be obtained trom

the president or a Class-A roreign exchange bank.20 When a roreign

bank branch wants to borrow foreign currency trom abroad, a license

must be issued bY a designated trading Class-A exchange bank or

permission must be obtained trom the Bank or Korea.21

Despite tbese provisions no striot restrictions have been

impoeed on the inducement or short-term debt and, rurthermore,

short-term borrowing has been encouraged under the Foreign Exohange

20Fore1gn exchange banks, conducting rore1gn exchange business, are
classif'ied into two groups, Class-A and Clasa-B banks. Class-A
banks are allowed to conduct almost all kinds of' normal f'oreign
exchange business. However, Class-B banks, in prinoiple, are not
allowed to establish correspondent arrangements but may open
accounts at Class-A banks in order to settle their external
transactions.

21 Obtaining licansa is anougn it" tha borre-wing is to f'inanca tha
ma:1.ntenance expenses, or if' the amount of' borrowing is not more than
$1 m:Ulion.
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Control Law.22 This is beoause, 'rJy the nature of short-term debt,

it usually oocurs as a by-product of trade transaotions or foreign

bank inter-office transaotions.

~ Foreign Direct Inyestment

The inducement of foreign direct investment, another means of

external finanoing, is controlled under the Foreign Capital

Inducement Law. Foreign investment, as in publio and commercial

loans, is approved by the Ministry of Finance.

Prior to July 1584 a positive system was adopted, listing the

industries where foreign investments are allowed. 23 Further,

approval was granted after consul tation wi th relevant ministries and

screening by the Foreign capital Inducement Deliberation Committee

consisting of 9 ministers and 12 experts on ec0nDIIIY and law.

Sinoe then, more favorable conditions are created to facilitate

foreign investment by flimplitying goverament procedures. The most

important change is a negative system listing for the industries

where foreign investment is prohibited or restricted.24

220h (1585), pp. 33-34.

23Foreign investment was allowed for 521 industries among a total of
885 industries. Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industry (1585), p.
15.

24Among prohibited projects are public projeots conducted by the
government or b,y a public organization and projects causing harm to
heal th, etc. Among restricted projects are those supported by the
government on a special basis, proj ects based on excess use of
energy OZ' imported raw materials, projects for luxurious
con=m:ption, and so on.
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CHAPTER III

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE'

Theories advanoed by economists to explain the af'feots of foreign

oapital inf'low on the recipient eoonomy have an old tradition in the

economio literature. The material surveyed in this seotion is divided

into four parts. '!be f'irst part deals with thf: role of foreign

capital inf'low in economic growth. In order to examine the indireot

eff'eots of foreign oapital 1n1'lows on econcnio growth through their

impacts on trade and money market, the second part discusses brief'ly

the relationship between foreign capital inf'low and the terms of'

trade, and money supply. The third part focuses on the debt servicing

probleaa of' a borrowing country. FinaJ.ly, a briet' 8UIIIIIlllrY of this

seotion will be provided~

3. 1 Foreign capital Inflow and Economic Growth

~ Positive Growth Effegts ~ Foreign Capital InflOHs

Chenery and. Strout (1966) off'ered a theoretical f'ramewcrk through

which foreign capital requirSDent and its contribution to development

process could be analyzed. According to their two-gap theory foreign

capital inf'lows suoh as aid, external borrowing and foreign investment

have a dual e1"f'ect on economio growth of a capital-importing country.

First, these inflows create additional resources over the total

domestic oonsumption. Additional r030urcea are ch~""e!ed to capital

formation fer production of future gooda and services. Second,
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foreign capital improves the ability of LDCs to finance further

imports of goods and services which are required for development.

'!bese goods and services could neither be produced locally nor

substituted locally. Since LDCs are constrained by the shortage of

domesti c savings to finance all investment expenditures (internal gap)

and by the shortage of foreign exchange to pay the imports bills

(external gap), foreign capital is the only source which can be used

to fill out these two binding gaps. In the preaence of theBe unfilled

gaps the target growth may not be achieved, and GDP growth is

constrained by the in.tlOll of toreign capital required to till the

larger ot the two gaps.

Emphasizing external tinance as a source of increased resources

for investment, growth-cum-debt (debt cyole) models tocus on the role

of toreign capital innOll in enhancing potential grOllth capability of

the borrowing country as well as raising the level of inoome. In the

growth-oum-debt model, external borrowing progressively diminishes

leading the country to a state of capital sufficiency as domestic

savings exceed the Bum ot debt services and investment expenditures.

In the models of Avramovic et ale (1964), and King (1968) the

behavior ot gross capital in.tlow varies in different stages of the

debt cycle which in turn is directly in.tluenced by the process of

importing foreign capital formation. In the first stage, when the

domestic resources are inadequate to finance investment expenditures,

the less-developed country has to borrow not only to finance the

internal gap but also to repay debt services including interest and

second stage as the domestio savings ratio r:i.ses and domestio savings
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"
supplement external capital inflow to bridge the internal gap reqUired

for the target growth. Capital formation requires the country to have

a gradual increase in its rate of savings. Since savings in the

second stage are not sufficient to meet all debt services, debt would

still continue to be accumulated but at a slower pace than in the

first stage. Finally, the developing borrowing country enter the

third stage of the cycle when domestic savings are large enough to pay

back debt services and to finance domestic itl7estment expenditures,

and the country completes her debt cycle.

~ Negatiye Growth Sffects ~ Foreign Capital InflQWs

Against the traditional view that foreign finance is additive to

the domestic savings and contributes to economic growth of the

recipient country, some radical views warn negative effects of foreign

capital inflows on economic growth. NurkBe (1954) and Singer (1950)

pointed out that the so-called 'colonial' pattern of foreign

investment in the underdeveloped countries, concentrating on

industries producing raw materials for export mainly to the advanced

countries, tended to promote lopsided economies and that it caused

instability due to high dependence on foreign demand for one or two

staple products. More recently Griffin (1970), Wasow (1979) and

others have argued that aid and other foreign resource inflows reduce

domestic savings, cauaing greater consumption and lea.ding to long-term

dependence on foreign savings. Their argument suggests that there

exists a negative causal relationship between foreign inflows and

domestic sav1nga. Papanak (1972) ::and Heller (1975), however, ha.ve

between foreign inflows and savings. T"ney argue that exogenous
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factors cause both high inflows and low savings rates and generally

low growth ra~es as well. That is, as long as both savings and

inflows are substantially affected by third factors, the negative

correlation between the two may have little or no causal relationship.

Furthermore, Papanek suggests strong likelihood of a bi-direotional

causal relation particularly between foreign capital inflows and

domestic saving and between foreign capital inflow and growth rate.

~ SmoQthing Intertemporal COnsumption~

Apart from the role of foreign savings as a source of increased

investment resources, non-investment uses of foreign savings are

assessed in achieVing a more efficient intertemporal allocation of

consumption. A ratioDale behind non-investment uses of external

borrowing is smoothing of the oonsumption path over time.

Consideration of the requirements of intertemporal efficiency helps us

to understand the negative relationship between savings and foreign

capital inflows.

MoCabe and Sibley (1976) presents an intertemporsl optimizing

framewcrk in which an economy subject to export revenue variability

transfers inoome from years in which export performance is above trend

to years when it is below trend. sachs (1581) explains responses to

real shocks in a model of intertemporal substitution of two periods.

In the modeJ. a temporary shortfall in the private wealth induces

households to shift some of the loss to the second period, borrowing

to smoothe consumption over time in the process. With a permanent

decline in the wealth, however, they reduce consumption instead of

borrvwing against second-period income.

Iwasaki (1 sa 5) shows in the fol1wing f'ormma how foreign capital
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inflow negatively af'feots the ourrent domestio 38.ving when part of it

is used for oonaumption. The relevant national income identities of

an open eoonomy are,

(3.1 )

(3.2)

y = C + I + (X - H) = C + S

S = Y - C = I + (X - Hj

where Y is gross national produot, C gross naUonal ooll3umption, S

gross national saving, I gross investment, X exports, H imports and

X-M trade defioit (surplua) equal to F foreign capital inflow

(outflow) • Both investment and oonaumption can be also finanoed by

foreign capital inflow. Now, we decompose variables by their

finanoial resouroes, i. a, , domestio inoome (subsoript "d") or foreign

capital (subscript "f") and rewrite equat1.on (3.1) and (3.2) as;

(3.3) Y = Cd + Cf + Id + If + (X - H) = Cd + Cf + S

( 3 .4) S = r - (Cd + Cf) = (Id + If) - F

= Id - Cf (aance F =Cf ~ If )

=51! - (1 - 92) F =s1Y - 02F

where s1 is the ex ante propensity to 38.ve out of national inoome and

s2 and c2 are respectively propenaitiea to save and conauae out of

foreign capital inflow (0 < s" s2, 02 < 1).

Clearly from equation (3.4), as far as part of foreign capital 13

spread over to oonaumption (i. e., ~>O), it will inevitably have a

negative effeot on the ourrent domestio savings provided the

propensity to save out of national income is independent of foreign

capital. The propensity to save, ~, however, may not be independent

of foreign capital inflow. It may rise in reaponae to better

investment opportunities created by foreign capital inflow which makes

available more imported equ:!.pments, technologies, and managerial and
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marketing skills to be profitably matched by domestic resources. Or

foreign capital inflow may increase unproportionately the income of

part.icular groups such as entrepreneurs or those engaged in external

sector whose propensity to save is substantially higher than the

national average. On the contrary, it may be negatively affected if

the foreign capital preempts investment opportunities for domestic

capital. Furthermore, g:l.ven a target level of inveatment, a greater

volume of foreign capital inflow may induce the government to lower

the public saving.

~ Fupgibility ~ Finangial Resourges

The role of foreign capital inflows in substituting domestic

savings or smoothing the intertemporal consumption po.th, as reviewed

above, can be related with the fungibility problem of financial

resourcea. This issue concerns the question of to what extent

external financing designated for investment purposea releasea

resourcea for other purpoaes.

It is often alleged that when the financial markets are imperfect

and the financial sector is in an infant induatry stage, credit

fungibility is reduced.1 That 1s, when financial marketa are

fragmented among regions and different classea and groups of

borrowers, f'unda do not flow f'%"eely from one separated and

artificially segmented market to another. In such a financial regime

government intervention has a better chance of success in channeling

bank credit to the desired uses. If the financial markets are,

however, segmented largely because of government controls over the

ipark (1584), p, 21.
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interest rates and management of financial institutions, such a

situation tends to encourage credit fungibility. In the case of Korea

this is closely related with the existence of unresulated money market

which is partly attributed to the finanoial market fragmentation

caused by the government's credit allocation policy. One of the

funotions of the unresulated money market·has been to facilitate the

flow of funds among markets that are geographioally separated and

artificially segmented by interest rates, seotors, and borrowers.

KOrea's unregulated private money market in particular has acted as a

retail credit market for consumers and small businesses, and the

interest rates in this market have been much higher, sometimes three

and four times higher, than those in the formal finanoial market. As

a consequence, the existence of the huge unregulated money market

implies a strong possibility of credit tungibility.2

The fungibility issue could be examined at the two stages of the

credit allocation.3 At the first stage of credit allocation, it is

possible that the finanoial intermediaries may simply evade or ignore

the credit guideline and directions. At the second stage, which is

related to the behavior ot borrowers, it is likely that a part of bank

credit can be diverted to other uses than those pre-designated. In

Park's (1~ 4) view, credit fungibility in the former case does not

appear to have been serious in Korea, because ot the government's

2.,IW., p. 22. With respect to this point Park and Cole (1~3, eh, 3)
asserts that even large rosineeses in Korea often borrow their working
capital from and lend their idle funds through the unregulated money
mardket.

3~., pp. 22-24.
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close supervision of the day-to-day operations of the financial

intermediaries. He asserts, however, that credit fungibility in the

latter case is quite conceivable when banks do not have an effective

system of credit-use supervision. 4

Being s1m1lar to the fungibility problem of domestic credit, the

fungibility of foreign capital imports can be examined at the two

stages, their inducement and uses. At the inducement stage of foreign

capital inflows, the more restriotions are imposed the less

fungibility of induced oapital is likely to appear. '!bus there may

exist a greater possibility of fungibility in the case of short-term

debt than long-term debt. For example, fungibility of short-term debt

can occur when an importer reports higher amount of imports

(accord1ngly, he receives higher trade credj,t) then the actual amount

in conspiracy with the exporter in order to take, as a form of capital

night, the dj,fference between the reported and actual amount of

imports. 5 In addition, the fungibility of induced capital inflows is

quite conceivable if the uses of foreign capital inflows are not well

monitered and supervised by the government authority•
.

.3..1.a5.. .».ill Seryicing Capacity ~ £ BorrOWing Country

4As evidence to support the cred1t fungibility, a special measure
issued in September 1~O in Korea shows that business firms hold a
large share of their assets in the form of real assets such as Land
and bulld1::lgS. 'lbeir holdj,ngs of those assets, the government points
out, were far greater than the level that is normally required for
their rosiness operations and were financed mostly by the bank loans.
In addj,tion, Hong (1979, p. 149) asserts that the irregular practice
of smuggling out loan funds for other unauthorized activities in Korea
does not seem to have been uncommon even though such irregular
practices were limited in absolute magnitude and were more or less
exceptional.

5 Economic Planning Beard (196 5), p. 16~.
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A1iber (1980) notes that a debt crisis in developing countries

could arise from two sources: solvency problem or liquidity problem.

The solvency problEm would arise if the real interest on the marginal

external loan exceeds the increase in national income made possible by

this loan. So the solvency problem is of a long-term nature. On the

other hand, the liquidity problem would rise if the borrower is unable

to obtain foreign exchange to service the debt due to a shortage of

funds, to the wnching of debt service payment and/or to the

difficul ties in roll-over process.

Using a growth-cum-debt model, Avramovic et ale (1964) argue that

the debt servicing capacity of a developing economy should be

discussed in terms of benefits and cost of foreign capital in the

process ot economic growth. Accordingly, if the cost of foreign

capital determined by the borrowing conditions is assumed to be

exogenously given, the long-run debt servicing capacity of a country

will depend on the country's ability to generate domestic savings and

to employ capital efficiently.

J.P. Hayes in Avramovic et ale (1964), using the Harrod-Domar

model, presents the concept of the critical interest rate (eIR) as a

criterion for evaluating the debt Bervic1ng capacity. It indicateB

the level of interest rate that will make the growth rate of external

debt equal to the growth rate of GDP. In other words, eIR is the

maximum interest rate that can be paid while not increasing the debt

output ratio (the ratio of external debt to GNP).

SolClllon (1977) Bhows, using the same Harrod-Domar model, the

circumstances under which the debt Bituation becomes explosive. His

model points out that the debt output ratio ~ill reach a finite limit
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only if the target rate of growth is greater than the real interest

rate. Clearly, 11' there is no limit to the debt output ratio, the

country's debt policies are not sustainable. He estimated limits of

debt output ratios for ten non-oil producing developing countries and

the empirical test shows rather optimistic results about the debt

problems of those countries.

Taking the S8J4e growth-cum-debt approach, Kharas (1~ 1a, 1~ 1b)

focuses on a situation in which external borrowing is carried out by

the central governments or semi-autonomous public agencies. The

government relies on increases in the tax base (national output) to

meet its revenue requirement for debt servicing purposes. With these

assumptions, his model suggests that a borrowing country could keep a

sound debt servicing capacity as long as the marginal future expansion

in the tax base is larger than the marginal future cost of debt when

one unit of domestic capital is added to the economy.6

3.2 Foreign Capital IntlOtlS, Terms of 'lrade and Money Supply

3..2.a.1. Foreign Capital Inflows~ .Im:Im ~~

Theories regarding the effects of foreign capital inflow on the

terms of trade can be classified into two categories: theories of

endogenous and theories of exogenous capital flow.

The first category, theories of endogenous capital flow,

considers movements of international capital as motivated by previous

OKharaa (1931c) derives the eaae condition by applying the optimal
capital accumulation approach to same issue.
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changes in economic variables such as variations in interest rates,

exchange rates, income, and profitability of investment.7 The second

category, theories of exogenous capital flow, comprisas the analytical

treatment based on the transfer problem literature in which borrowing,

reparation payments, and grants-in-aid are considered as a general

transfer problem, i. e., transfer of purchasing power. Its main

concern has been to explain the mechanism of adjustment in the current

account of both borrowing and lending countries to an exogenous change

in international capital movements.

In the 1930s, J.M. Keynes and others upheld the so-called

orthodox position, namely, the view that the transfer causes the terms

of trade of the tr8.l1:!feror to deteriora.te in order to generate the

necessary export surplus and effect the transfer. So they claimed

that the transferee will have the secondary benefit from improved

terms of trade as well as the primary benefit from receiving the

transfer. '!bis orthodox position are favored later by Johnson (1956)

and Samuelson (1971).

In contrast, B. Ohlin (1929) and his followers adopted what they

called the modern view, i.e., the proposition that a transfer need not

necessarily worsen the terms of trade of the paying country. In

particular, Ohlin pointed out that Keynes and his followers neglected

the income effects and aaserted that no clear-cut presumption existed

regarding the direction in which the terms of trade would move.

Following this view, Jones (1970) maintained that the transferor's

terms of trade would be improved it tastes differ be tileen countries so

7For futher discussion on this issue, refer to Hodjera (1973).
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that the transferor's tastes are biased toward the transferee's

exportables and the transferee's tastes are biased toward the

transferor's exportables. In addition, Bhagwati and Brecher (1931)

and Bhagwat:1, Brecher and Batta (1933) argued that 1mm1serizing

transfer can arise in a bilateral transfer in a multi-country world

when distortions are present in foreign trade. In their models the

transferee would be worse oft by receiving transfer while the

tran3feror can be better otr by paying the transrer.

~ Foreign Capital Inflows~~ Supply

In the traditional Keynesian approach as shown in Chenery and

Strout (1966), only the role of foreign capital in filling the

investment-saving or exports-imports gap is stressed and their impact

Oil the monetary side is not considered. This means that any balance

ot payments etfects on the money supply is assumed to be fUlly

sterilized.

The monetary approach to the balance or payments, however,

emphasizes the monetary considerations in the interpretation of

balance or payments problems. The basic theoretic framework of this

monetary approach was developed primarily by Mundell (1968) and

Johnson (1956, 1977) among others. This approach assumes that a

deficit or surplus in the overall balance of' payments cannot be

sterilized within a relevant period and thus influences the domestic

money supply. From the balance sheet of' the central bank the balance

sheet identity is given ~

(3.5) MFA + DC = H

8 Dornbusch (1S00), pp, 24-27.
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'!be left-hand side of the identity shows the asset side of the balance

sheet, net foreign assets held by the central bank, NFA, and domestic

credit, DC. Here the size of net foreign assets is determined by the

overall balance ot payments situation including changes in toreign

capital inflows. '!be right-hand side of the identity shows the

liabUity side of the balance sheet, high-powered money, H. The

identi ty shows that changes in high-powered money are equal to the sum

of changes in net toreign assets and domestic credit. Accordingly, if'

the central bank fails to offset fully changes in net foreign assets

by adverse changes in domestic credit through monetary and fiscal

policy, this failure will change the monetary base, and further the

variation in the monetary base wUl influence the domestic money

supply.

3.3 Empirical Evidence

Empirical evidence in the literature on the impacts of foreign

capital inflows on savings ratio and economic growth in developing

countries is inconclusive.

Grif'f'in and Enos (1910) regressed the growth rates in 12 Latin

American countries on foreign aid and found a negative correlation.

Expecially with respect to the relationship between the level of

external debt and economic growth indicators in the borrowing LDCs

Nikbakht (1~2) tound that the values of economic growth indicators

such as GDP growth rate, incremental capital-output ratio (ICOR), and

export growth rate are not necessarily in the favor of' the high

borrowing LDCs. In ccntrast, seae other studies basad on time-series
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and cross-country data for some Asian countries showed that foreign

capital had contributed substantially to GDP growth (Dowling and

Hiemenz, 1~2, and Gupta, 1975). However, some cross-country studies

inoluding Gulati (1978) showed that the growth impact of foreign

capital influ.s varied among recipient countries.

Several works have been done to analyze the differential growth

et'fects of foreign capital inflows in a disaggregated form. Papanek

(1973) and Gupta (1975), both using cross-section data for the 1960s

on LDCs, tried to analyze the dif.ferential growth effects o.f the main

components of foreign capital ~nflo!l's, i. e, , aid, foreign private

investment, and other .foreign .flows. Both found that .foreign capital

inflows in aggregate are positively related with the rate of growth.

However, their findings about the d1fferential growth effeots of the

components were different. Gupta found that foreign private

investment has a greater effeot than other forms of foreign inflows,

while Papanek found foreign aid has the maximum effeot. Go (1935)

investigated the dif.ferential et.feots of seven disaggregated

components9 of foreign capital inflows on investment using pooled

time-series data for 13 Asian de....eloping countries for the 1968-1~2

period. The resul ts ind1cate that of.ficial transfers have the

greatest investment-augmenting ef.feot, whereas long-term and

short-term borrowing and private trans.fers were found to have lower

investment propensities. Kangwanpornsiri (1~5) attempted to find the

d1.tferential growth impaot of individual components of aggregate

9Foreign capital inflows in Go (iSOS) are disaggregated into private
and official unrequited transfers, long-term and short-term borrowing,
private direot investment, and debt and eqUity service outrlows.
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saving, i.e., household saving, private business and public saving,

using a macroeconomic model fitted to Thai data, she found that

household saving had the largest growth effect.

In contrast with empirical findings for the borrowing LDCs in

general, empirical studies for the case of Korea reach a consensus

that foreign capital inflows in aggregate have been positively related

with the rate of inoome growth in Korea.

Using a macroeconomic model with strong emphasis on the supply

side, Yoon (1971) attempted to analyze the impact of long-term foreign

capital imports on various economic aspects inoluding the growth of

GNP for the period 1953-1969. His macroeconometric model iB divided

into five submodels10 and contains 27 Btochastic equations and 20

identi tieB. Based on the model in which a Btrong emphasis is put on

the aggregate Bupply side, his BtUdy conoludes that long-term

f'oreign capital inflowB in Korea contributed positively to (a) GNP

expansion, (b) employment, (c) price Btabilization, and (d) the

economy's attainment of' a self'-suf'ficient capacity. However, he

a~serts that those foreign capital imports did not contribute to an

increa3e in net f'oreign exchange ear~ngs. llikbakht (1~2) also

found a strong, positive linear and logarithmic relationship between

the level of' external borrowing of Korea and major economic growth

inclicators uBing data for the 1963-1979 period.

In analyzing the effectB of' foreign capital inflows on the

recipient economy previous wor1cB attempted to introduce actively the

10Production subaodef., aggregate domes't:LC demand submodel, foreign
trade submodel, wage rate and employment of' labor submodel, and
monetary and fiscal sub:odel.
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variables of foreign capital inflows in the relevant equation. In

particular including foreign capital inflows in investment function

was attempted by Yoon (1971), Papanek (1973), Gupta (1975), Leff and

Sato (1975), Go (1985), and Ramstetter (1966). Yoon and Ramstetter

viewed fcreign capital inflows as part of capital stock. Other

approaches stemed trom tho recognition that foreign capital inflows

provide an additional source of investable resources. The

introduction of foreign capital stock in trade funotions was

attempted by Yoon (1971). Kojima (1965) and Ramstetter (1986) also

viewed trade flows as a function of foreign direct investment. 11

SCIIle worlm tried to estimate the induced increase in gross

national products by Korea's external borrowing. Based on the

sample survey data for 521 foreign-capital-using companies, Cha

(1963) found that 9.6 percent ot the increase in GNP during

1972-196 0 was realiz ed by external borrowing. The Bank of Korea

(196 4) also attempted to estimate the growth effect of external

debt, using leaR for the whole economy and foreign savings ratio

based on a simple Harrod-Domar growth model. The resul ts show that

the effect of external debt on the growth rate of real GNP was 2.6

percent point out of 8.2 percent, the average annual growth rate

during the period 1962-1963.

In spite or the positive growth effects of Korea's external

11As a theoretical underpinning for doing thiS, Ramstetter uses
Kojima's "structural change driven" theory for viewing both
mul t1lateral and bilateral trade flowa as a function of all
investment. Here investment determines the structures of trade
.flC/!:ls (determined by production and demand structures ot e:portables
and importables) which in turn determine trade flow levels. See
Ramstetter (1966), p. 11.
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debt, the evidence on the relationship between the foreign capital

inflows and the national 'savings ratio appears to be inconclusive.

Using a savings function where gross national saving in

constant term is explained by GNP and foreign saving expressed in

constant term Yoon (1~ 5) found a negative coefficient of foreign

saving fitted to annual time-series data for the period 1960-1~ 3

but a positive one for the period 1960-1969. Based on his findings

he argues that the competitive nature of foreign saving with

domestic saving became olear in the latter period of economic

development in Korea. By contrast, Cha (1~3) found a positive

correlation between grOBB national saving and foreign savings

expressed, respectively, in the form of the ratio to GNP for the

period 1962-1~1. Furthermore, Yusuf and Peters (1~4) found a

negative but statistically insignificant relationship between grOBS

national income and foreign ::lavings in a saving fuotion where the

rate of gross national income, inflation rate, real interest rate

and foreign capital inflows ar'9 included as explanatory variables.

As reviewed above, most empirical stUdies applied to the case

of Korea focused their attention on the quantitative aspect of

foreign capital inflows in aggregate terms and its impact on GNP

growth rate in mode15 where the effects of foreign capital on the

supply side of the economy are strongly Emphasized.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter the theoretical contributions and empirical

evidence on the fC!"eign capital inflCMS and their i!!lpacts on the
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growth of' recipient economy were briefly reviewed. Since no general

model is available which can treat various aspects in a unif'ied

manner, it is very difficult to draw a grand conclusion from the

above discussion. Instead, it may be summarized briefly in the

f'ollowing three points.

(1) In the two-gap theory foreign capital inflows contribute to

economic growth by relaxing two bottleneck:3: the shortage of

domestic savings and of foreign exchange. However, some radical

views assert foreign capital inflows substitute domestic savings and

endanger economic growth in the long-run. This assertion of the

negative relationship between domestic saving and foreign capital

inflow can be explained with the t'act that non-investment uses of

foreign savings achieve a more eft'icient intertemporal allocation of

coIL"Jwuption. Further, the possibility of credit fungibility can be

a source of non-investment uses of foreign savings. Finally, a

borrowing country will not face a debt servicing problem as long as

the marginal product of borrowed funds is larger than the marginal

cost of borrowing.

(2) With respect to the effect of foreign capital inflow on

the term of trade, theories have not shown any conclusive direction

in which the terms of trade would mov~ with exogenous inflow of

foreign capital. However, the monetary approach to the balance of

payments suggests that variations in the overall balance due to

foreign capital inflow change the moneytary base and, further,

affect the money supply which in turn influences the real sector.

OJ Empirical studies on Korea show that foreign capital

inflc-ois have baen positively related with the rate of income gI'C-oith,
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whereas empirical evidenoe for the borrowing LDCs in general haa

been inconclusive. Studies for Korea, however, focused their

attention on the relationship between foreign capital inflows in

aggregate and GNP growth in models where the effects of foreign

capital on the supply side of the economy are strongly emphasized.

Furthermore, they paid little attention to the indirect growth

impacts of foreign capital through its influences on money supply or

price level, and to the different growth e1"fects of var10W3

components of external finance.
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CHAPTER IV

FORMULATION OF AN ECONOMETRIC MODEL

4.1 Characteristi C5 of the Model

In this chapter an econometric model is constructed in order to

test the research hypotheses raised in section 1.2.

The model asSWll~s a small open economy where the government

exerts a substantial influence over various economic aspects. A

short outline o~ the main characteristics ot the model 1s as

follows:

First, inoome is determined by the demand side in this model,

whUe the supply capacity is adjusting to demand. The rationale

beh1nd th1s is based on the h1stor1cal rev1ew at the pattern ot

Korea's economic development. That 1s, in Korea the government's

aJUb1tious investment plans have induced an excess demand over the

available supply and worked as a momentum tor rapid economic growth.

In such disequUibrium situations, equ1l1brium has been restored

mostly by raised supply, not by restr1cted demand. 1

Secondly, variables relating to foreign capital imports are

explicitly introduced in the equations tor the demand side such as

private consumption, gross investment, e~orts and imports.

Furthermore, t"ore1gn capital imports (net) are diaaggregated into

1Sc1tovsky (193 5), pp, 250-254. Sc1tovsky asserts that in such
disequUibr1um situations three th1nga helped to restore
equilibrium; an increaBe in domestic supply mainly through increased
utllization ot exiting production capacity, an additional inflow ot
fm-eign capital, and a ~crsen1ng balance of payments.
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three main oomponents: long-term borrowing, short-term borrowing and

other net foreign inflows (aid, foreign direct investment and other

unidentified in1'lows). Reasons for disaggregation of' foreign

oapital in1'lows into these three oomponents, treating each of them

as a separate independent variable in the model, are:

1) As reviewed in seotion 2.2, inducement of foreign capital

inflows has been oontrolled in direot or indireot ways by the

government to attain internal and external balances. Aocordingly,

external borrowing and other forms of external financing should be

considered as policy variables rather than endogenous ones in the

model.

2) External financing int'lows can be dichotomized into external

debt and other in1'lows including aid and foreign direot investment.

The former generates the tllrden of' interest payment and principal

repayment whereas the latter does not.

3) Furthermore, external debt which accounts for about 90

percent of total foreign capital induced during last two decades can

be divided into long-term debt and short-term debt. Long-term debt

and short- term debt are different in their use and inducement

procedures (section 2.3). Long-term debt, with a maturity of more

than one year, is used for the purpose of' industrial investment,

while short-term debt is usually used for relieving shortage of

foreign exchange arising from trade settlements or for building-up

international reserves. In addition, inducement of' long-term debt

has been in most cases striotly controlled under the Foreign Capital

!nduce::ent La~, ~hile shor~t2r= cact ha= been rather encour...agad

under the Foreign Exchange Control Law especially since the end of
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the 1970s (section 2.2 and 2.3).2

Thirdly, in this model, the Keynesian-oriented real sector

approach is modified to account for monetary effects. This is to

investigate the indirect effects of foreign capital inflows on the

level of economic growth through their impact on the money market and

price level. External borrowing along with other forms of foreign

capital imports affect directly net foreign assets held by the central

bank and affects the money supply through the money multiplier.

Therefore, the overall growth effects of foreign capital inflows

consist of the direct effect on the real sector and the indirect

effect through the monetary sector of the economy.

Finally, given the fact that the government's direct controls

have been prevalent in the economy, the model is not designed to be a

full-nedged econometric model in which equilibrium is restored.

However, if a disequilibrium situation oocurs due to an excess

effective, three things are expected to help to restore equality

between supply and demand. First, domestic supply responds to an

increase in demand through increased utiljzation of production

capacity.3 Second, planned foreign capital inflows are expected to

increase to meet the excess demand. Finally, to the extent that

those two sources of additional supply are insufficient, the

20h (1~5), pp. 33-34.

3'1be importance of increased utiljzation of capacity as a source of
additional. supply in Korea was pointed out by Kim and Kwon (1977) and
Scitovsky (193 5). Especially, Kim and Kwon asserted that the rate of
capacity utiljzation in Korea increased at an annual growth rate of 8
pe~ eene be~.:ea:l 1952ca1971, and acccuabed tc.... 28 percant of the total
grow-til of' manuf'acturing output (Kim and Kwon, p. 13).
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pressuro of the remaining excess demand raises domestic price level.

Since the present model puts emphasis on the role of external

finance in a small open economy, every relevant equation in the

system is partially explained by external borrowing and other

foreign capital inflows. The basic flow mechanism of the model is

shown in Figure 4.1. The target amounts of long-term bozorowing,

short-term borrowing and other foreign capital inflows are

determined by government planners on the basis of the overall

economic plan. As a first step, foreign capital inflows affect

directly gross investment, private consumption, imports and exports.

External financing inflows influenoe the money sector by

changing net foreign assets held by the central bank. Further, the

expanded money supply affects private consumption and increases the

demand. Next, increa8ed capacity utll1zation is assumed to respond

to the demand. The price level is af1"ected by the rate of capacity

utll1zation in the non-primary sector and exogenous factcrs such as

wage rate and import prices. Finally the paised price level af1"ects

all the factors on the demand side by changing the real money supply

and relative prices.
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Figure 4.1 Block Diagram or the Model
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4.2 Specification of the Model

The model is composed of four blocks (a) GNP block, (b)

monetary block, (c) price block and (d) balance of payments block.

These four blocks contain altogether 8 behavioral equatiODS and 8

i~ent1ties.

~ .GHf Block

4.2.1.1 .GHf Identtt1es

Gross national product (GNP) measured in real term is

determined as the sum of private cODSumption (CON), govermnent

coDSumption (GC), gross investment (I) and net exports (exports, GX

minua imports, GM), all measured in real term. (Except for the

lagged variables, the time subscript for the present period is

omitted)

( 4.1 ) GNP = CON + I + GC + GX - GM

The economy is divided into two sectors, the primary sector

(agricuture, fishing and forestry) and the nen-primary sector

(mining and manufacturing, social overhead capital and service).

Accordingly, the real gros3 national product is divided into two

parts, GNP originating in the primary sector (GNPA) and GNP

originating iii the non-primary sector (GNPNA). However, the former

is assumed to be exogenous since it depends greatly on natural

conditions. Thus, GNPNA measured in real term is expressed as:

(4.2) GN?1~A = GNP - GNPA



4.2.1.2 Private Consumption Fupction

As a determiDant of real private consumption (CON), GNP is

chosen on the basis of the Keynesian income hypothesis. Next, the

real money supply (money supply, MS, divided by GNP deflator, PGNP)

is chosen, as a proxy far wealth, tak1ng into account that a change

in real liquid assets affects consumption behavior. 4 In addition,

two disaggregated forms of net foreign capital flows except for

long-term debt, i.e., short-term borrowing (SEB) and other foreign

inflows (OFeI) expressed in real domestic ourrency are included in

the consumption function.

(4.3) CON = f1 (GNP, HS/PGNP, SEBeER/PGNP, OFCIeER/PGNP) + u1

f1 1>0, f12>0, f13 ~O, f14 ~O

where ER is official emhange rate of domestic currency for the U.S•.

dollar and u is an error term.

The government consumption is treated as an exogenous variable.

4.2.1.3 Inyestment Fupction

The investment function is specified for total investment. The

specification of the investment function is partly based on the

flexible accelerator hypothesis. The basic notion behind the

flexible accelerator hypothesis is that the larger the gap between

the existing capital stock and the desired oapital stock, the

greater the investment.5 An investment function based on this

4Zellne r and Cho:... (1965).
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hypothesis is expressed as a function of capital stock at the end of

last period (K_1) and real output in current period (GNP).

In addition, to investigate whether various types of foreign

capital imports have different investment propensities, three forms

of net fore1gn capital imports, i. e., long-term borrowing (LEB),

short-term borrowing (SEe) and other inflows (OFeI) expressed in

re~ domestic currency, are included as explanatory variables.

However, the signs of partial derivatives of diaaggregated external

finanoing inflows in inve:stment function are not neoessarily

positive as these resouroes are fungible and sub:stitutable.6

Finally tollO dWllDl1 variables are included to deteot the impacts of

exogenous economio and political shooks on investment behavior. '!he

first dUDllllY' variable (D1) represents the 1974-1975 period, the first

011 shock. '!be second dWlllllY (D2) :stands for the 1979-1~O period

when the second oil shook oocurred and severe political instability

followed the assassination of the president in Korea. '!be

coeffioients of these dWlllllY variables would bave a negative sign.

'!bey may, bowever, bave a positive one if those external shocks were

accompanied by a boom in investment as suggested by Sachs.7

5Dornbusch and Fisher (1978), pp, 186-188 and Evans (1968), pp.
80~4.

6A negative sign is possible under such a circumstance in which the
fore1gn capital took the form mainly of takeovers and the released
domestic funds were not reinvested and in which, at the same time,
there were competitive cutbacks in indigenous investment, rather
restrictive conditions. Refer to Areskoug (1976), PP. 541-542.

7sachs asserts tbat the dominant determinants of current account
movements ai"ter 1973 in the developing economies were shUts in
investment rates. See Sachs (1961), p. 232.
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Thus the gross investment function measured in real domestic

currency is given as:

(4.4) I = f2( GNP, K.." LEB.ER/PGNP, SEB.ER/PGNP, OFCI.ER/PGNP,

D1, D2) + u2

f21>O, f22<O, f23~ 0, f24 ~O, f25~ 0, f26<0, f27<O

Capital stock at the end of the present year (K) is detined as

capital stock at the end ot the last year (K..,) plus gross

investment minus depreciation during the current year (D).

(4.5) K = IC..1 + I - D

Here, depreciation is assumed to be a constant proportion

(depreciation rate, r) ot capital stock at the end of previous

period.

(4.6) D =rIC..,

Sustituting (4.6) into (4.5) obtains:

(4.7) K =(1-r)*K.-1 + I

4.2.1.4 Required External Borrowing

External financing is needed when domestic absorption exceeds

~oss national C'..!tput. Th~, equation (!I.8) ~hc~s that the required

amount ot net external borrowing OIEB) measured in real doaestdc
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currency is equal to the difference between total absorption

(CONt-Jt.GC) and gross national product, and other foreign capital

inflows.8

(4.8) NEB = (CONt-I+GC) - GNP - OFCI.ER/PGNP

.!I.aZ....Z.. ~ Block

GNP deflator (PGNP) as a comprehensive price index is expressed

as a function of the GNP deflator for the primary sector (PA) and

that tor the non-primary sector (PNA), which is weighted,

respectively, by the ratio ot GNP in each sector to total GNP.

GNP deflator for the primary sector is treated as an exogenous

variable because the prices ot major produots in primary sector are

greatly affected by natural conditions and controlled to a

substantial extent by the government.

As Korea suffered 1-rom a high rate of inflation due to

demand-pull pressure and cost-push pressure mainly caused by rapid

increase in the prices of imported goods, the GNP deflator for the

non-primary sector is specified as a function of the following

explanatory variables; a change in the capacity utilization rate in

the non-primary sector (CAP/CAP_1), a change in GNP deflator for

import goods (PM/FM..1) adjusted by effective exchange rate9, a

8 sachs (1~1), pp, 212-13.
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change in wage rate (WI/WJ;,.1) and two dWllDl1 variables (D1, D2)

representing the first and second 0:(1 shooks. Here, all the

explanatory variables except the capacity utilization rate are

considered as exogenous variables. 10

(4.10) PNA/PNA...1 = f3(CAP/CAP_1, PM(ERt-TAR)/PM..1(EIL1+TAlL1),

WI/WJ;,.1, D1, D2) + u3

f31<0, f32>O, f33>0, f34>O, f3S>O

The rate of capacity utilization, CAP is measured as the ratio

of actual real GNP in the non-primary sector (GNPNA) to the

potential output in that sector (GNPPN). Here, the potential output

is defined as the ma.x1mum level of output which the non-primary

sector can produce under full utilization of its labor and capital

stock. The potential output in the non-primary sector is estimated

in a sub-model presented in the Appendix and used as an exogenous

variable in the main model. 11

(4.11) CAP = GNPNA / GNPPN

9The effective exchange rate is equal to the official exchange rate,
ER, plus import tariff, TAR for a dollar's wo:oth of import.

10The wage rate is taken as an exogenous variable because it tends
to be rigid in an economy where an over-supplied labor market exists
and the workers' collective bargains are not allowed freely.

11Methoda to measure the potential output are discussed in nan and
Preston (1967), Kuh (1966) and Bank of Korea (1975).
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ll..ad Balanoe ~ Payment .Sl2.Qk

Total exports can be disaggregated into two l!1a1n oomponents;

commodity exports including non-faotor servioes suoh as reoeipt of

freight and insuranoe (BE) and faotor service exports (BXS).

Faotor service exports are treated as exogenous because a large

portion of factor servioe exports has depended on the oonstruotion

boom in the Middle East.

For the commodity and non-faotor servioe export funotion, the

purchasing power parity, i.e., the ratio of foreign price12 to

domestio price (PGNPW/PGNP), is ahosen first as an explanatory

variable. Next, exports in the previous period (BXC_1) are taken as

a proxy for ~upply oapacity in the exporting sector. In addition,

three disaggregated kinds or foreign capital inflows are introduoed

in the export function as foreign oapital inflows have been heavily

invested in the export sector under the Korean government's

export-led growth strategy and contributed to the diversification of

the commodity composition of Korea's exports in favor of more

sophisticated, high value-added industrial goods. As long-term

external borrowing and foreign direct investment are usually

invested in fiXed capital formation while short-term external

borrowing is used as working capital, mainly in the form of trade

credit, commodity exports are assumed to be associated with the flow

of short-term borrowing (SEB) but with the cummulative summation of

12The foreign price means the price level in the rest of the world.
The Weighted average GNP deflator, by the trade share, of two major
trade partners ot Korea (the United States and Japan) is used as a
proxy for the foreign price.
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long-term external borrowing (SLEa) and other foreign capital

o
in1'lows (SOFel). '!be pl:lrtial effects of disaggregated foreign

capital are expected to be indeterminate.13 '!bus the commodity

exports (BXC) measured in current U.S. dollars is:

(4.12) BXC = f4(PGNPW/PGNP, BXC_1, SEa, SLEa, SOFCl) + u4

t41>O, t42>0, f43~ 0, f44~ 0, f45§ 0

Total import function with variabl,as measured in current U.S.

dollar is specified in (4.13). Since imports are assumed int'in1tely

elaatic ::.t given wcrld prices, they depend only on domestic demand

conditions such as the relative price of foreign to domestic goods

(PGNPW/PGNP), current income (GNP), and three ld.nds ot foreign

capital int'lows. Further, imports in the previous period~ BHC=1 are

chosen as another explanatory varible as an inorease in imports is

affected by a target amount of imports. In addition, two oil shock

dUDlDl1' variables, D1 and D2, are included on the assumption that two

oil shocks aggravated Korea's import bill.

13'lbe impacts of foreign capital on imports (exports) depends on the
relationship between 1) the aggregate marginal product of capital
mul tiplied by the marginal propensity to demand for importables
(exportables) and 2) the marginal product of capital in the
importable (exportable) sector. In general, it would seem
reasonable to expect the marginal product of capital is higher in
the importable and exportable sectors than in the aggregate (because
foreign competition is thought to increase efficienoy) and to expect
the partial effect of foreign capital to be negative in the import
case and positive in the export case. However, the relationship
between marginal products may not conf'orm to this expectation for
various reasons. See Ramstetter (1~6), pp. 13-14.
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(4.13) BMC = fS((PGNPW/PGNP, GNPtPGNP/ER, BMC_1, LES, SEe, OFCI,

D1, D2) + US

f51<0, f52>0, f53>0, fs4~O, f55~O, f56~O, fs7>0,

f58>O

We need two equations, (4.14) and (4.15) for conversion of·

exports and imports expressed in ourrent dollar term into exports

(GX) and imports (GM) as components of GNP base expressed in real

domestic currel1CY. '!be one-year-lagged dependent variable in each

'Jquation is included to reduce serial correlation.

(4.14) GX = f6((BXCt-BXS)tERlPX, GL1) + U6

f61>0, f62 ~O

where PX is a GNP deflator fat' exports.

(4.15) GM = f7(BMCtERlPM, GM..1) + u7

f71 >0, for2 ~ 0

where PM is a GNP deflator of imports.

Now, with the assumption that factor service exports (BXS) and

transfer balance (BTR) are exogenous, the current account balance

(BCB) measured in current U.S dollar can be expressed as:

(4.16) BCB = (B::~BXS) - BMC + BTR
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lI...Z.JL Monetary~

The money market is assumed to be characterized as a

diseqUilibrium market where a chronic excess demand tor money is

prevalent. This assumption can be juatif'ied by the tact that the

speculative demand tar money in Korea has been highly elastic due to

controlled interest rates at low levels14 and, 10 addition, the

precausionary and transaotion demand motivee of' holding money have

been very hign due to rapid increases in income level. Under this

diseqUilibrium situation with an excees demand tor money, the money

market is constrained by the supply of money.

Money supply (MS) is defined as the monetary base (MB)

multipl1ed by the money mul tipl1er (HUL):

(4.17) MS = MBtlMUL

The monetary base (MB) meaaured in current domestic currency is

composed of' the central bank claims on the private sector (DCK),

claims on the government (GCK), net foreign assets held by the

central bank (NFAK) and its other assets (OAK).

(4.18) MB = DCK + GCK + NFAK + OAK

14The interest rates in Korea have been kept at low levels by the
monetary authority for the purpose of' stimulating investment and
enhancing the international competitiveness or domestic eoapanres,
Refer to Kim (1~4), p. 6.
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Substituting (4.18) into (4.17) we obtain:

(4.19) MS = (DC~GC~NFAKt-OAK).MUL

In (4.19) DCK and GCK are treated as policy variables as their

sizes are determined by the government through interest rates policy

in the case of the former and tax policy in the case of the latter.

And OAK is assumed to be an exogenous varible.

Net foreign assets are held by all the monetary institutions

which consist of the central bank, domestic commercial banks,

specialized banks and foreign bank branches under the foreign

exchange control system in Korea. 15 A change in net foreign assets

held by the monetary institutions (HFAM) equals to the overall

balance of payments (OBP) during the period. '!bat is, it equals the

sum of the trade def'icit (B~BXS-BMC) and net foreign capital

inflows initiated by the non-monetary sectors. The latter equals

net capital inf'lows (L~SEB+-OFCI) minus external borrowing by the

monetary institutions16(EBB). '!bus, net f'oreign assets held by the

monetary institutions measured in domestic currency is:

15By the Foreign Exchange Control Law promulgated in 1961, all the
residents had to sell the foreign exchange for domestic currency to
the foreign exchange banks or the central bank. Since 1g5 0, this
regulation became less restrictive to allow them to hold foreign
exchange to some extent in the form of deposit.

16External borrowings by the monetary institutions (e.g., bank loan
or refinance) change the foreign assets as well as the foreign
liabilities by tile same amount, and exert no ini'luence on their net
foreign assets.
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{4.20) UFAM- NFAM_1:;: OBP.ER

= «BXCt-BIS-BMC)+( LEBt-SEBt- OFCl-EBB) ).ER

Net foreign assets held by the central bank (NFAK) change in

accordance with NFAM through the foreign exchange operation policy

of the central bank.17 Accordingly, net foreign assets held by the

central bank measured in current domestic currency are a function of

two main components in NFAM (trade balance and total net capital

imports by the non-monetary institutions) and one-year-lagged

variable of itself: 18

+ ~

113 1>0, ~ 2 >0, ~ 3 ~ 0

From the money supply function in (4.17), the money mu1tipl1er

is taken as an exogenous variable. 19

17The commercial banks whiCh deal with foreign exchange business are
required to keep a certain level of 'position', i. e., certain level
of difference ba~"Gen the amount of foreign exchange boUght from the
residents and of' that sold to them. Consequently, the change in
overall balance is solely reflected in change in the net foreign
assets held by the Bank of Korea if strict regulation of the
•position' is imposed on the commercial banks. Bank of Korea
(1977), pp. 104--109.

18Tak1ng a s1milar approach Cheong (1~3, p. 33) specified NFAK as a
function of current account balance, total capital account balance
and NFAK in one period lag.

19Money multiplier is expressed as:
huL = (1+Ctijl(~RE)

where CO is the ratio of currency demand by public to total
deposits, and HE is the required reserve ratio to total deposits.

(Footnote continued)
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4.3 Data Sources

The data needed for testing the model are time-series annual.

data from 1961 to 1~1.20 The macroeconomic data and data for

external financing inflows are available from the following

statistical periodicals:

1) Bank of Korea, Economic Statistigs~ ..1l2.l2k

2) Economic Planning Board, ..tm;I.n Egonomic Indigators ~ Korea

3) Ministry of Finance, Fiscal .WlS1 ,Einangial Statistigs

In order to measure the capital stock, net fixed capital stock

estimates for 1968 (Han, 1970) and inventory stock estimates for

that year based on.Ill§. Survey ~ National Wealth (E.P.B., 1968) are

used as a benchmark. The level of gross capital stock in each year

is then obtained by subtraoting (or adding) the net annual fixed

capital formation and inventory investment from (or to) the bench

mark.

4.4 Lists of Equations and Variables

19(cC"ntinued)
The variable HE is determined by the monetary authorities.
Accordinglr a rapid change in HUL is mainly due to the change in
monetary policy since the variable Clj is expected to be stable for a
quite long period.

20'lbere is an inconsistency problem for fitting the model to data
beginning with 1~2 since the Bank of Korea changed the method of
measuring Gl~P in 1$ 2 and no past-aeries in GNP data based on the
DP.~ measurement method have been not prOVided.
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The complete system of simultaneous equations in this model are

represented as follows:

~ EquatiQDS

<Behavioral equations>

( 1) CON = f1 (GNP, HS/PGNP, sm*Ell/PGNP, OFCI*ERlPGNP) + u1
f11>0, 1"12>0, 1"13 ~O, 1"14;;;0

(2) I = f2(GNP, (..1, LEB*ERlPGNP, sm*ERlPGNP, OFCI*EB/PGNP,
D1, 02) + u2

1"21 >0, f22<0, t23;;; 0, t24 ~ 0, f2S:;:; 0, t26 <0, f21<0

(3) PNA/PNJ...1 = t3(CAP/CAP_1, WIlWL1,
PM*(EBt-TAR)/PM..1*(ER-1+TAR..1), D1, D2) + u3

t31<0, t32>0' t33>0' t34>0, t3S>0

(4) axe = t4( PGHPW/PGHP, B1r. 1, SLEB. SEB, SOFeI) + U4
t41>O, 1"42>0, t435 0, t44 ~O, tJfs5 0

(S) BMC = tS(PGHPW/PGHP, GHP.PGNP/ER, BMe..1, LEB, SEB, OFCI, D1,
D2) + US

1"S1<0, t's2>0' t's3>0' t's4~ 0, t'ss '50, t's6 ~o, t's1>0,
t58>O

(6) GX =t6«B~B~)*ERlPX, GL1) + U6
f61>0, f62§: a

(1) GM = f1(BMC_ER/PM, GM..1) + u7
f71>0, f72 §O

(8) BFA!: =~«BXCt-BXS-BMC)*ER. NFAX-h (J..E8I.SEBtoOFCI-EBB)*EB) + ~

~ 1>0, ~2>O, ~3::; 0

<Identi ties>

( 9) GNP = CON + I + GC + GX - GM

( 10) GH7t'NA = GNP - GNPA

(11) K ;: (1-r)*L1 + I (r =0.0264421)

21 The estimation resul t of r, using annual time-series data over the
period 1961~1, is as follows:

D =O.026441!1K..1
(t value: 0.991) R2=O.958, D.W.=2.03
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(12) NEB = (COHt-JitoGC) - GNP - OFCI_ElVPGNP

(13) PGNP = (GNPA/GNP).PA+ (GNPNA/GNPhPNA

( 14) CAP =GNPNA/GNPPH

(15) BCB =BIC + BIS - SHC + BTB

(16) HS = (DCJit.GCldoNFUIoO.u:)eMUL

<Endopnows variable: 16>

GllP :Groas aat10aal product (111 bU. won in 1915 price)

GBPNA :GNP in the DaD-primary sectar:s ( • )

COR :Pl-ivate ool1ZlUllption ezpend1ture ( • )

I :Groaa 1l1Yeatment ( • )

G% : Total ezport:l OD GNP buis ( • )

GH :Total 1JIport:l OD GNP buis ( • )

NEB :Jlequ1re4 net enerDal borrowing ( • )

Ie :Cap1tal :stock ( • )

PGNP :GHP deflatar (1915-1.0)

PHi :GllP deflator tar the DaD-pr1Jll.ary sectors ( • )

CAP :Capac1ty util1zat:Lon rate in the DOD-pr1laary :lector (1Ddex)

BlC :ExpartlS ot goods OD B. O.P. builS (111 bU. U.S. dollar:s)

BMC :Total 1JIports OD B. O.P. beilS ( • )

BCB :Current account balance ( • )

MS :MoI1eY suPPY, ~ (111 bU. current won)

NFAX:Het toreign alSsetlS held by the B.O.X ( • )

<Excgenows policy variables: 11>

LEa :Het long-te.."!!! ener"D1 debt (in bU. U.S. dollars)
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SLEB

SEB

OFCI

:Cumulative sum of LEB ( n)

:Net short-term external debt ( " )

:Net other foreign capital inflows, i. e., the sum of net

transfer balanoe, net foreign direot investment, net

port-folio investment, and errors and omm1ssions ( " )

SOFCI :Cumulative sum of OFCI (" )

EBB :External borrowing by the monetary institutions ( " )

DCK :B.O.X's net claims on private sector (in bil. current won)

GCX :B. O.X' s net ola:Lma on government seotor ( " )

BE :Required reserve ratio to tQ:':g,! deposits (in peroent)

ER :01"fioial exchange rate (in won per U.S. dollar)

TAR :Tariff rate for one dollar worth of imports (in won)

<Exogenous variables: 14>

GNPA :GNP in the primary seotors (in won in 1975 price)

GNPPN :Potent1al GNP in the non-primary sector ( " )

GC :Government consumption and statistical discrepancy in the

measurElllent of GNP ( " )

PA :GNP deflator for the primary sectors (1975=1.0)

PX :GNP deflator for total exports ( " )

PM :GNP deflator for total imports ( .. )

PGNPW :GNP deflator in foreign country, weighted average GNP

deflator, by trade share, of two major trade partners, Japan

and the United states ( " )

BTR :Transfer Balance (in bil. U.S. dollars)

BXS :ExpOrts or Services on B.O.P. basis ( ~ )

WI :Index o~ wage rate (1980=1.0)
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MOL :Money mul t:1.pl1er, i. e., M2 divided by monetary base

OAK :B.O.K. 's other net assets than GeK, Del and NFAK (bil.

current won)

D1 :DUJIIJIIY' variable for the f1l"st oil shock period (1974-1975)

D2 :DUJIIJIIY' variabe for the period of seoond oil shook and

political instability (1979-1930)
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION OF ~PIRICAL RESULTS

This chapter discusses empirical resul ts obtained for the

econometric model presented in the previous chapter. Since the

equat~ons in the model include composite variables consisting of

several variables w~ch should be estimated separately, the

non-linear two-stage least squares method was used to estimate the

model. 1 Because the number of exogenous variables is larger than

the number of observat:1ons the technique of principal components2

was used to reduce the number of instrument variables. In addition,

in simulation of the model the Gauss-Seidel technique was used to

solve the system.

The empirical findings are presented in the following three

sections. The first section deals with empirical evidence on

different effects of the three disaggregated external financing

inflows on private consumption, investment, external trade, price

and money supply. In the second section differential growth impacts

of the financial components are analyzed through several ex post (or

historical) dynamic policy simulations. Finally, the last section

discusses the benefits and costs of external borrowing to evaluate

1With respect to the detailed estimation proceduce for a non-linear
simultaneous system of equations, see SAS Institute Inc. (1~2), pp.
277-318.

2The prinoipal component technique is a computational process in
which a group of variables is reduoed in number to a more
fundamental set of variables. For more detailed theoretical
baokground about principal components, see J ohnaton (1972), pp,
393-395.
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Korea r s debt :servicing capacity within a growth-cum-debt context.

5.1 Eftects ot Disaggregated External Finanoing Inflows on the

As tirst step to estimate the model, individual equation was

estimated to obtain the parameters. The presence ot :serial

correlation in the estimation results ot each equation was corrected

by the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure. As next step, all the equations

were estimated in a 31steaa based on the obtained parameters by the

DOn-linear tvo-atage least squares method. The estimation results

ot the lIOdel azoe presented below tor each equation. The DWIlber in

parenthesis below each aoe1"t1c1ent estimated is the t-value.3

~ E3t1mgtiQD Results ~ Priyate CgQSumptiQn FUpCtign

Est1JllatioD results ot p:eivate consumption tunction are:

(5.1) COR = 1,070.46100 + 0.45415 GRP + 0.31644 HS/PGRP + 0.11902
(4.00) (11.63) (4.02) (3.96)

SEBeElVPGRP + 0.59930 OFChER/PGRi'
(0.19)

R2 =O.9~3 D.W. = 1.44

---_ ..•- ---

Short-term borrowing e%pressed in real tei'lll has a positive

relationship with private consumption and its coett1c1ent is

strongly signit1cant at the 10 percent level. The sign ot OFCI,

3Hypothea1s testing in two-stage least squares is complicated by the
unknown distributions. So the normal t and F tests are invalid.
The unknown distributions with two-stage least squares, however, are
interpreted here as being asymtot1cally nor-mal since theI'", enst no
appropriate statiatics tor hypothesis testing in this case.
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other foreign capital inflows (except for long-term debt) 1:5 also

pozs1tive but extremely insignificant. The:se findings partiallY

support the argument that external finanoing int'low:s bave a direct

5ubsti tution erteot on domestic savings in R:orea..

Real mODeY supply is, bowever, found to bave a signi.t'icant and

po:sitive real balance etfect on private consumption. In addition,

the estimated marginal propensity to consume is bigbly significant

and its size, 0.45 is consistent with the previous findings. 4

~ Estt;atioQ Results ~ Inyestment FuQCt~QQ

mRp1r1cal re:sul ts ot the e:stUlation ot gross investment

function are:

(5.2) I =432.36600 + 0.31201 GNP - 0.00905 (-1
(0.86) (4.65) (-0.50)

+ 1.29613 LEB.ER/PGIP - 3.76665 SEB.ER/PGNP
(2.14) (-4.44)

- 4.00360.:0FCX_ER/PGBP + 847.39400 D1 + 2,440.99600 D2
(-2.60) (2.90) (5.54)

R2 = 0.9901 D.W. =2.33

---'"- ~-

Three d1:saggregated external tinanoing inflows are found to

1mpart very ditferent 1mpacts on investment. Long-term borrowing

be a signiticant and positive etfect on gross investment. Its

coetticient is larger than unity, which me&ZlS that long-term debt

tends to stimulate investment financed out of' domestic savings. In

contrut to this, both short- term and other torms ot intlows have

liThe empirical eVidence on the estUlation ot consumption tunction in
(orea shows that the estimated long-term marginal propensities to
consume l1e between 0.38 to 0.50 wben GNP is used as explanatory
variable. Chang (1~3), pp. 136-1~.
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highly significant, negative impacts on investment. The size of

their coefficients implies that these two types of external finance

displace indigenous investment so that their net effect on gross

investment is negative. This seems rather extreme and requires

caution in interpretation of the resul ts. However, specific

economic conditions such as the existence of a huge non-regulated

money market and the speculation boom on real estate which occurred

through the 1960s and 1910s may explain this empirical evidence.

The non-regulated private money market, acting as a retail cred1.t

market for consumers and small businesses, where interest rates are

three or four times higher than those in the regulated financial

markets has increased the fung:l.bility of finanoial resources.5 In

addition, it is very likely that short-term borrowing and other

forms of external financing inflows allow more roan for fungibility

of fimncial resources than long-term borrowing whose uses for

investment purpose are designs ted from the beginning. Furthermore,

the speculation boom on real estate might have played a role in

shifting financial resources from investment uses to non-productive

activities with high capital gain. The net negative effect of

external finance on total investment can also be explained partially

if capital inflows are highly import-generating and, in consequence,

a demand shift from domestic goods to imported goods occurs. This

is supported by empirical find:1ngs in the estimation of import

equation discussed later.

The dUlllJD1 variable, D1, for the first oil shock period

5Park (1934), pp. 21-24 and Yoon (1985), p, 35.
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(1974-1975) and the dUJDDlY variable, D2, for the period of the second

011 :shook and political 1IUStabllity (1979-1950) both have higbly

ugn1:ficant and poait1ve 1mpact on total investment. This means

that investment act1v1t:1es in Korea. during these to.o period.= tJere

rather encouraged by the government's ambitious investment plans

than :frustrated by the eCODOlllic and :social condit1ol13. This finding

also supports Sacbr:J (1951) a.lS:sertion that the ourrent account

deficit problem in the developing countr1e:s is mainly due to a boom

in investment. '!'hat is, as reviewed 111 chapter II, a masaive

investment prosram particuJ.arly in the heavy and chemical

industries, f1naDoed by foreign loalUS and preferential banka credit,

waa put in eftect during those two oil :shook per1od8.

Pimlly, the low and 1na1ga1:fioant coefficient of

one-year-lagged capital stock 1JIlpliea that the traditional t'lex1.ble

acceleJ"ator theory does not explain satisfactorlly the investment

hehav10r in ltorea.

5...L.3. Est1pUgQ Results ~ Jmzgrt FupCtign

E:st1mation raul 1::1 of the export function are:

(5.3) BE = - 2.59340 + 0.79437 PGHPW/PGNP + 0.27601 SLEB
(-1.57) (1.36) (1.26)

- 0.61644 SEa + 0.11726 SOFeI + 0.91804 BIC_1
(-3.06) (1.87) (5.17)

R2 =0.9968 D.W. =2.10

--_..- ~-

EIIlp1r1cal evidence :shows that the eftects of three

d1egg!"egated foreign ca.pi.tal intlows on exports vary. Long-term

debt in the torm ot cumulative summation (SLEB) is found to have a

poait1ve sffect on exports but the coefficient is statistically

15



insignificant at the 10 percent level. In addition, short-term

borrowing has a negative impact on exports and, further, its

coefficient is significant. 6 This is likely in the case that the

increase in exportable goods production with an increase in

short-term borrowing has been overwhelmed by the increase in

domestic demand for those exportable goods due to the income

increase induced by short-term borrowing. This situation occurred

in Korea during the latter halt of the 1970s when a massive

investment in the heavy and chemical industries created large

income gains without immediate output gains. There emerged an

excess demand for light industrial goods with excess capacity in

heavy industries. Finally, in contrast to the cases of external

borrowings, other foreign capital inflows are found to have a

significant and positive relationship with export-expansion.

Besides external finance variables, one-year lagged exports,

used as a proxy for production capacity in the exporting sectors,

have a significant positive impact on exports. The coeffient of

the relative price of foreigkl to domestic price has a positive

sign conforming to a priori expectation but are not statisti cally

significant at the 10 percent level.

5.1.4. EstimatiQn Results~ Import Function

Empirical results of the estimation of import function are

6A negative relationship between short-term borrowing and exports
can be explained in a different way such as l~ exports cause high
inf'lows of short-term debt. This study, however, views that the
causality flC",;s from external borro-wing to exports since
short-term debt is induced by private borrowers, not by government
authority, as a by-product of trade transactions or foreign bank
inter-oftice transaction.
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presented in (5.4).

( 5.4) BHC = - 1.37926 - 0.02479 PGNPW/PGNP + 0.12326 GNp·PGNP/ER
(-2.47) (-0.12) (4.00)

- 0.58961 LEB - 1.5331 SEB + 4.99666 OFCI
(-0.99) (-2.65) ( 4.57>

+ 1.01561 BMC_1 + 1.25261 D1 + 3.64243 D2
(10.54) (2.81) (2.88 )

R2 =0.9994 D.W. =3.02

Both short-term and long-term borrowings have a negative sign

but only the coef'ticient of abort- term debt is significant. This

means that the import-substituting ef'fect of external borrowing,

especially sbort-term debt, through raising the supply of importable

goods is larger than its import-generating ef'feot. In contrast,

other capital inflows are found to have a highly significant

positive impact on imports, implying that the import-generating

effeot of other capital inflows exceeds their import-substituting

effect. This resul t is partially supported by the finding in Cha

(1~ 3) that foreign-investment companies in Korea have much deeply

depended on imported intermediate goods compared with

foreign-borrowing companies or with other domestic companies. 7

Current income, imports with one-year lag, and two oil-shock

dummies have a significant positive effect on imports. The ratio of

7Based on the sample survey data for 521 foreign-capital-using
companies in Korea, his study shows that the ratio of intermediate
goods imports by foreign-investment companies to their total
domestic products was 33 percent at the end of 1930 whereas the
ratio for foreign-borrowing companies was 24 percent and,
f'"Ui'thez:more, that for- total domestic coOmpanies was jl; percent at the
end of the same year.
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foreign to domestic price haa a negative sign as expected but is not

statistically sigDit'ical1t as in the case at exports.

~ Est1mat~gn Results ~BAt Fgre~gp~ Fungtign

Estimation resul t:s at the t'unotion tor net foreign asaets held

by the Bank at' Korea are g1ven below:

(5.5) NFAX = - 59.99-00 + 0._"335 (BJC+.BIS-BMC).U
(-1.49) (6.38)

+ 0.16693 (Lm.SEBtoOFCI-EBB).U + 1.01312 NFAL1
(6.61) (10.10)

R2 = 0.9995 D.V. =2.56

Both trade balanoe and net toreign capital intlows by private

:seators have a poa1tive sign aDd their oaett'icients are hi8bl7

sigDit'icant. Furthermore, the _pirical widenee suggests that net

toreign capital iDtlowa have a greater positive ett'eet on the lnel

or aet tCll"eign aaaebs thaD the trade balanoe doea.

s...L.6. !1:S t;1mpU gp ReSu1t;s ~ Ngn-gr1mpry Segtgr ..ae DoQatgr

Fungt;~gp

Regression reaul t:s at the t'unotion tor the· change in GNP

deflator in the noD-pr1Jllar7 Metor are presented as tollows:

(5.6) PIlA/PRJ..1 = 1.lS576 - 0.26855 CAP/CAP_1 + 0.20195 VI/lIL.1
(4.78) (-1.26) (2.19)

+ 0.01205 PMC(EBto TAB )/P!L1 (ER.1+ TAlL1 )
(2.19)

+ 0.05658 D1 + 0.03965 D2
(3.41) (3.51)

R2 = 0.9995 D.V. =2.56

--_.-_. -- - - .-

The signs ot all the explanatOl"7 variables conform with a
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priori expectation. Changes in wage index and GNP deflator for

import goods adjusted by e:mhange rate and tar11'1' and tvo dummies

have especially a higb1y s1ga1ricant posj,tive impact on price

increasea in the nan-pr1.mary :sector. In contraat, an inoreue in

capacity ut1lization rate alone has a negative sign. However, it:s

coerrio.1ent i:s 1nsigD1ricant at 10 percent level even though it

excee~ it:s :standard error. The empirical evidence thus :suggest:s

that price inoreases in the non-pr1Jlary :sector in Korea have been

lIare int'luenced by cost-push factor:s than by d_and-pull pressure.

~ E§t1metioD Resp1t§~~Copyer§~oD Fupctions

Fimll,. , est1mation resul t:s or the tvo equations for conversion

or export:s and aport:s on the balanoe or payment base into those on

GBP bue expressed in real domestic currency are presented as

follows:

(5.7) GX =13.83176 + 0.99568 «~BJS).ERIPX)+ 0.0(S36 G%..1
(2.07) (85.83) (0.65)

112 =0.9999 D.W. =0.93

(5.8) GH = 6.05507 + 0.96543 (BKC.R~.IPM) + 0.03129 GM..1
(0.b9) (102.91) (3.05)

R2 = 1.0000 D.W. =1.36

- __'.0- ~_

Exporta (or lIIport:s) on GNP baae are obtained frQll the external

transaction :sheet which i:s rormed through the reclusirication of

exportlS (ar import:s) on the balance of PByment base. The est1llated

coe1"r~cient:s in (5.7) and (5.8) :show that the mount or export:s (or
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simply expressed in real Korean won.

5.2 Differential Growth Effects of Disaggregated External Finanoing

Inflows Through Dynamic Simulation

This section discqsses empirical evidenoe on the differential

effects of the three external capital inflows on the real GNP

through ex post (or historical) dynamic policy simulations. Three

ex post policy simulations, SIM.LEB, S1M. SEB and S1M.OFCI are

performed in order to investigate the corresponding changes in the

real GNP and its main demand-side factors with an increase in each

of the three components of foreign capital inflows.

Since the model consists of a system of non-linear equations,

the dynamic mul tipliers in policy simulation will dif'fer according

to the size of the variation of' a policy variable as well as the

starting values of' all endogenous variables, i. e, , the selection of

the starting year. Two sets of simulations were carried out; the

first set of individual policy simulations beginning in 1965 and

ending in 1971 (CASEli5), and the second set beginning in 1975 and

ending in 1~ 1 ( CASE75) • The year of 1965 marIes the beginning of

the period in which Korea was in the early stage of development and

on a high economic development with no debt servicing problem,

whereas the year of 1975 marks the beginning of the period when the

country began to emphasize economic growth with stability with an

emerging external debt problem. In addition, all the estimated

coefficients, whether significant or not, were left in the wodel

when simulations were carried out.
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Before perf'orming policy s1DlUlatio~, a historical ::s1DlUlation

rUIm1ng trOll 1961 to 1~ 1 wa:s perf'~ed to te:st the validity at the

model and to obtain the bee serie:.s ot simulated values tor the

endogenous variables. In the s1mulation ot the model the

Gauss-Seidel method was used to solve the nan-linear ~stem.

5.a2....1. .tuJ& ~ lmslsL1. Valid;ity

Even though each at the eatimated equations presented in

section 5.1 ~owed a good statistical tit, we have na guarantee that

the model as a whole, when simulated, will reproduce the actual data

series alosely. In order to test the validity at the model the RMS

(root-meaD-equare) simulation error and RMS percent error are shown

in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

Resul t3 ot Histar1cU Simulation (1961-H8 1 )

Variable RMS error RMS S error

COR 166.349 0.169
I 189.222 0.150

ax 326.769 0.610
GH 241.099 0.213
GNP 1,040.190 0.152
GNPMA 916.409 0.250

It 4,521.950 0.1.:5
NEB 529.432 5.013
PGHP 0.066 0.111
PHA 0.161 0.120
BXC 0.518 0.720
BMC 0.301 0.211
BCB 1.121 29.652
HFAK 349.140 7.1183
MS 1,499.320 4.261
CAP 0.251 0.263 --
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'lbe statistics on Table 5.1 sbows that the model perf'orms a

quite good s1lDUlation f'it. The RMS percent errors tor the variable:s

except tor BCB and NFAX are below than 5 percent. Only BCB and NFA!:

show comparatively high HMS percent error (30 percent and 7 percent,

respectively) but they are acceptable.

All another important criterion tor 8'laluating simulation

performance, this studY examined how the model simulates turl11ng

point:! in the hil'tar1cal da ta. In Figures 5.1 to 5.16 in APPENDIX

B, actual. and :simulated valuea taro the endogenous variables are

plotted. Except tar th& case of' NFAX, the ability of' the model to

reproduce the hil'tarical turD:1ng point:J are tound to be :satil'f'actory

in general. In the oaae o~ RAJ:, the model taul' to capture the

turl11ng point:! correctly dur1nS the 1963-1972 period, bllt it

replicates thell quite vell ~ter 1912.

s..2.2. Bel5U1tl' ~ Pgl:lCY Simu1,t:lgM

Three policy :s1IIulatioDlS tat' the period bigLDD1ng in 1965

(CJSEliS) and tot' the period begLDD1ng in 1975 (CASE75) vere

pert'crmed to detect the d1n'8I"en~al draamic 1lIlpacts or

d1:saggregated component:! ot taroe1gn capital iDtlows on real GNP.

One-hundred-m.:1lliol1 dollar increa:sea in each component ot inflows

were simulated. 'l'he dynamic multipliers, 1. e., net increues in GNP

obtained trOll each :s1lllulation are presented in Table 5.2. With

regard to the results in Table 5.2, two point:! deserve to be

underlined.

First, long-term borrowing has the greatest income-augmenting

et'fect, on an anmzal average, during the first seven =simulation

pe:":!.o~. !!~e'!e, ~O:"t-t!!-'"!!! bn..!"r~1ng ha:s greater growth effects
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than long-term borrowing atter the second year, even though it shows

a negative impact mul tipl1er in the first year. In addition, the

other capital inflows have negative GNP growth impacts. These

Table 5.2

Net Changes in GN'P through Policy Simulations

(Unit: Bll. real won)_______________________________________~ r~_~~ _
CASE65 CASE75

---------------------------- ----------------------------
Year SIM.LEa SIM. SEa SIM. OFCI SIH. LEa SIM. SEa SIM. OFCI

--------------------------------------------------------------------
1 4111 -394 -1,536 217 -95 -687
2 238 278 -839 1~2 175 -1I76
3 267 306 -806 166 196 -Je5
4 432 183 -1,104 168 2<8 -Je4
5 512 583 -1,278 158 205 -461
6 493 602 -1,3M 181 225 -472
7 597 752 -1,624 236 306 -643

---------------------------......-----------------------
Total 2,935 2,610 -8,490 1,2'18 1,219 -3,709

resul ts are in sharp contrast to the previous empirical findiDg8

that foreign private investment (Gupta, 1975) or foreign aid

(Papanek, 1973 and Go, 1935) has a greater growth effect

than other forms of external finance.

Second, comparison of the results in CASEJi5 with those in

CASE75 shows that the income-augmenting effects of long-term and

short-term borrowings are reduced greatly in the latter case and the

negative growth effect of other inflows appears to be weakened.

These results suggest that the marginal contribution to GNP growth

of external borrowing decreased in general in the latter half of the

1970s compared with that in the 1960s. This coincides with the
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findings in a previous wcrk which analyzed the growth erfects of

foreign capital inflows from the supply side.8

In order to investigate in detail the causes of variations in

the growth effects of the three main components of capital inflows

policy simulation resul ts on private consumption, investment,

exports, imports, money supply and !»rice were examined. Total net

changes in these endogenous variables during the first seven years

8i'Q praae.nted in Table 5.3 (sea APPENDIX C for yearly changes in

endogenous 7ariables).

Table 5.3

Total Net Changes in Major Endogenous Variables

( Unit: Bil. real von)
------------------------------------_._------

CASE65 CASE75
----------------------- --------..._-----------
S1M. LEa SIM. SEB SIM. OPeI SIM. LEa SIM. SEa 81M. OPeI

-----------------------------------------------
GNP 2,965 2,610 -8,490 1,278 1,219 -3,709
CON 1,919 1,913 -4,714 840 895 -2,096

I 378 -183 -1,297 118 -57 -515
GX 517 -297 1,455 220 -141 621
GM -111 -1,177 3,934 -71 -522 1,716

GX-GM 688 °880 -2,479 291 381 -1,095
MS 1,740 1,832 -3,749 4,137 4,680 -9,1l80

(bU. won)
PONP 0.037 -0.496 0.293 -0.042 -0.036 0.115
( index)
PONPW/PGNP -0.194 3.095 0.483 0.018 0.011 -0.049
( II )

CAP 0.840 0.613 -2.455 0.131 0.111 -0.38 9
( II )

-------------------~-----------------------------------------------

8 The incranental capital output ratio in Korea was estimated by Cha
(1983) to be increased sharply especially since the middle of 19708.
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These results show that the largest source of the

inoome-aUSlDenting effects of long-term and short-term debt is an

inorease in private consumption. A net increase in private

consumption accounts for more than 60 percent of net change in GNP

generated by an inorease in each type of external borrowing. Their

strong positive effects on money supply, the real balance effect,

can be one explanation for this. The next largest source is the

increase in net exports, i. e, , trade balanoe (GX-GM). However, the

positive effeot of external borrowing on trade balanoe ooours mainly

through an expansion of exports in the case of long-term debt and

through a reduotion ot imports in the case of short-term debt. By

contrast, the investment-augmenting effeots of both long-term and

short-term borrowing appear to be the least source of inoome growth.

On the other hand, the inoome-disaUSlDenting effeot of other capital

inflows is found to be mainly due to their strong negative et'teots

on consumption, investment and real balanoe. Further, the strong

negative impact of other capital inflows on money supply is

attributed to their negative effeot on trade balanee,

With regard to their influence on prices, only short-term debt

(both long-term and short-term debt in CASE7S) oontributes to a

decrease in the GNP deflator by raising the rate of capacity

utilization. Other capital inflows reduoes the rate of capacity

utilization. Their effect on prices are not, however, so

significant although variations in their impact on prices play a

role in malrf ng differential effects on e:pcrts and imports by

changing relative prioes.

When we turn our attention to the ohanged growth impact of
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foreign captal imports after the middle of the 1970s~ two points are

noteworthy:

First, a sharp drop in inoome-augmenting effeots of external

borrowing in general during the latter half of the 1970s was mainly

led by a marked decrease in their consumption-generating effects.

In addition, their positive impacts on trade balanoe wlUch are the

second important source of the reduced income growth were also

substantially weakened for both long-term and short-term borrowing.

In the case of long-term borrowing thi~ phenomenon was accompanied

by a great drop in its export-expanding effeot, which is partially

due to the conversion of' its negative impact on the relative price

into a positive one as shown in Tab!e 5.3. In the case of

short-term borrowing it ooours, however, rather through a sharp

reduotion in import-subetituting et't'ects. In contrast to these

t'indings, the inoome-disaugmenting et't'eots ot' other capital iDf'lows

appear to have decreased since the middle ot' the 1970s, mainly due

to a decrease in their negative impacts on consumption, investment

and trade.

Second, the positive impacts ot' both types ot' external

borrowing on money expansion more than doubled in the 1970s in

comparison with those in the 1960s. The monetary consequence ot'

ahort-term borrowing is t'ound to be more signit'icant than that of

long-term borrowing. In contrast, the other forms of capital

inflows exerted a more powert'ul contraction effeot on money supply

since the middle of the 1970s.

5.3 Benefits and Costs Analysis ot' External Borrowing
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According to growth-cum-debt approaches the debt servicing

capacity of a developing economy should be analyzed in terms of

benefits and oosts of external debt in the prooess of economic

growth. In addition, the debt servioing problEm entails the

liquidity problEm.

In this section a simple test for evaluating Korea's debt

servicing capacity within the growth-cum-debt context is attempted,

using the resul ts of policy simulations beginning in 1975. In this

test, a net change in GNP and required amounts of external borrowing

(NEB) are treated as criteria for measuring the benefits of external

borrowing. The actual, annual average interest rate of external

debt calculated as the ratio of actual interest payments to total

debt outstanding in each year sinoe 1975 is used as a pro2Y for the

cost of foreign capital. In addition, a net increase in the

simulated value of BCB (the ourrent account balanoe) is considered

as being a barometer which shows the liquidity situation on the

assumption that principal and interest of external debt are paid

only trom the current balance surplus. In addition to three policy

simulations, a miXed policy simulation is performed in which the

combined growth impacts are detected for a miXed increases in the

three components of foreign capital inflows. In this policy

simulation it is assumed that there is an ezcgencua inc.ra~a in

long-term debt by $65 million, an increase in short-term debt by $30

!!!lilion and an increase in other i!1t'lO!!B by $5 !!!lilion, aU!!!!!!ing to

$100 million in total. This distribution is based on the share of

each component in net total capital inflows during 1975-H81.
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Table 5.4

Analysis of Benefits and Costs of External Debt

(Unit: Mil. U.s. $)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1~0 1~ 1 Average

Total
Debt( A) 8 ,456
Interest
Payments 452
(B)
Principal
Paymentsa 3911
( c)
(BloC) 846

10,533 1,6118 14,87120,500 27,365 32,490 18,123

516 734 1,029 1,513 2,655 3,631 1.504

626 823 1,363 1 ,661 1,578 2,004 1,207

1,142 1,557 2,392 3,174 4,233 5,635 2,711

(B/A) 0.0511 0.049 0.058 0.069 0.074 0.097 0.112 0.(S3

<AGNP>
·8IK.Lm 217
8IK.SEB -95
SIK.MIX 79
<A NEBb>
SIK.LEB -39
SIK.SEB -43
SIK.MIX -32
<ABCB>
SIK.LEB a3
SIK.SEa 94
SIK.MIX 61

152
175
127

-47
-56
-37

102
110
80

166
196
1111

-50
-61
-41

116
126

95

168
2«2
146

-47
-63
-41

123
141
105

158
205
140

-40
-58
-36

126
156
111

181
225
161

-36
-49
-33

124
169
113

236
306
213

-34
-51
-32

118
182
112

183
174
144

-42
-55
-36

113
140

97
-------------------------------------------
aThe principal payments tor short-term debt are excluded.
bExpressed in billion real won.

Source: Economic Planning Board (1~ 3), Economic Indigators .2t.
~, March and Ministry of FiIial10e (1~3), Fisgalll
Financial Statistics, March.

As can be seen in Table 5.4, the rate of return to external

borrowing, expressed as the ratio of a net increase in GNP to $100

million increase in each type of external borrowing, is above one

hundred seventy percent on an an11'-1al average for long-term and

short-term borrowing and one hundred forty percent for foreign

capital inflows in general, while the average interest rate of
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external debt is 8.3 percent. This means that the benetits 01'

external borrowing in terms 01' its inoome-augmenting eftect tar

exceeds its cost. '!be benetits 01' external borrowing can also be

evaluated with a change in simulated series 01' NEB, the required

amounts 01' external borrowing which is equal to total absorption

minus GNP and other capital inflows. Results 01' each policy

simulation show a net decrease in NEB but the size 01' the net

decrease in NEB gets smaller in each simulation resul tatter the

tirst tour years (three years in case of long-term debt). These

results suggest that an increase in lo~term and short-term

external borrowing and in fcreign capital inflows in general

contributes to Korea's self'-sufficiency in capital but its marginal

contribution decreues over time.

Resul ts 01' each policy simulation show a net increase in the

current account balance, SCB. 'Ibis indicates that external

borrowing and other tcreign capital inflows contribute to earning

f'cre1gn exchange. However, the sizes of' the net increase in BCB--an

annual average during the first seven years-vary trOlll $97 million

in the ease 01' SIM.MIX to $140 million in the case of SIM.SEB, and

they are less than $2.7 billion, the actual average interest and

principal payments 01' external debt during the 1975-1~1 period.

'!bis tinding supports the view that the liquidity problem, not the

solvency problem is the major concern with respect to Korea's

external debt atter the middle 01' 1970s.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

The main objeotive of this study has been to analyze the impact

of Korea's external borrowing on her economic growth. Thus, the

main research hypothesis of the study is that external borrowing has

had a positive effect on economic growth. To test the hypothesis

this study haa put forth two sub-hypotheses:

1) Korea's long-term and short-term external borrowing have had

different positive growth impacts on real GNP.

2) The positive growth impact of external borrowing has

exceeded the cost of external borrowing.

In order to test the hypotheses, an econometric model was set

up oonsisting of 16 simultaneous equations (8 behavioral equations

and 8 identi ties) • The model is designed for a small open economy,

where the government plays an important role.

The following aspects of the model differentiate it from

previous studies:

First, growth effects of external financing inflows on the

demand side are stressed in this model 'Whereas most previous studies

put emphasis on the role of foreign capital inflows on supply

capacity. The rationale for this is that income determination has

been initiated by the demand side in Korea while supply has

responded to the increase in demand.

Second, earlier stUdies focused their attention mainly on the

role of foreign capital imports only as a source of inoreased

investment resources. Here, the variables of foreign capital
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inflows are explicitly introduced in the equations for private

consumption, investment, and trade.

Third, the monetary sector is incorporated with the real sector

to capture indirect as well as direct growth effects of external

finanoing inflows throu3h their influence on the money supply.

Finally, foreign capital inflows are disaggregated into

long-term borrowing, short-term borrowing and other forms of inflows

on tile basis of the assumption that foreign capital inflows are not

homogeneous in characteristics.

In the estimation of the model, annual time-series data for the

Korean econolllY' trom 1961 to 1~ 1 were used.

A8 a first step for obtaining mpirical. evidence, the model was

estimated by the non-linear twC>ostage least squares method.

Further, using the estimated structural coefficients several ex post

(or historical) policy simulations were performed to find indirect

as well as direct growth effects of an inorease in each of the

disaggregated oapital inflows. Policy simulations were done based

on the appropriate stabll:1ty test of the model.

6.1 Summary of Empirical Findings

Estimation of single equations in the model led to the finding

that each of the disaggregated foreign capital inflows has different

effects on the demand-side factors. The ma1.n emp:1rical findings are

as foll~s:

1) Short-term borrow:1ng is found to have a s:1gn1ficant positive

effect on private consumption. Accordingly, th:1s f:1nding partially
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S1iJJI';,':,'ts the assertion that foreign capital inf~ows have substituted

for domestic savings in Korea.

2) Impacts on gross investment v8J"l among the three components

of foreign capital inflows. Only long-term borrowing has a positive

impact on investment, whereas short-term borrowing and other inflows

have a negative one. In each case the structural coefficient is

larger than unity. Based on this finding, we conclude that there

exists some possibility that short-term debt and other capital

inflows induced shifting of f'inanoial resouces from investment to

other uses, while long-term debt encouraged indigenous investment.

In addition, two dtz:!IIJIIY variables representing two oil shook periods

in Korea are found to have had a strong positive impact on

investment, refleoting that a mass investment was put into effect

during those two periods mainly enoouraged by the government's

active investment plan.

3) External borrowing has not contributed significantly to

export-expansion in Korea... '!be cumulative long-term borrowing has a

positive but statistically insignificant (at the 10 percent level)

impact on exports, and short-term borrowing haa rather a negative

relation with exports. In contrast other capital inflow:s are found

to hav£: a positive impact on exports.

4) Both long-term and short- term borrowing have an

import-substituting eff'ect but the coefficient is significant in the

case of short- term borrowing. By contrast other capital inflows

have a strong positive impact on imports.

5) Foreign capital inflows in aggregate by private sectors as

well as trade balance have a highly significant positive effect on
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net toreign aBsets held by the Bank ot [area. 'Ibis indicates that

they bave pla,-ed an important role in changing money supply.

Empirical evidence on the difterential growth eftects ot the

three disaggregated external tinanoing int'lOW8 is summarized as

tollows:

1) The three components ot toreign capital imports bave

difterent growth et'tects. In particular, long-term debt bas the

largest income growth eftect during the tirst seven simulation years

and short-term debt baa nearly as great income-augmenting efteot as

lons-term debt. In contrast, other capital iDf'lows are tound to

bave a negative income growth eftect.

2) One at the notevcrthy tiDd1nss is that more than 60 percent

ot the net inorease in income attributable to an inQl'lease in

long-term CI' short-term borrcving is accounted tor by a net increase

in private consumption. In addition, the next largest

inoome-augmenting source is a net increase in trade balance, and,

surprisingly, a net increase in investment turns out to be the least

1JIportant source ot income growth.

3) With respect to the positive impact ct external borrowing on

trade balanoe, it is tound that the impaot is imparted mainly

through export expansion in the case ot long-term borrowing but

through import substitution in the case ot short-term borrowing.

4) Being fueled by their eftect on trade balance, both

long-term and short-term debt are tound to have a strong positive

monetary expansion eft'ect. '!'his in turn atfects private consumption

through the real balance et'tect. However, other capital intlowa

contract mona:; stlpp1:; :::ainl:; dua to their nagative effect on trade

balance.
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5) Through a comparative analysis of the results of policy

simulations starting in 1965 and those starting in 1975, it is found

that the income-augmenting effect of long-tem and short-term debt

has been nearly halved since the middle of the 1970s with a drastic

decreue in their positive impact on private consumption and the

trade balance.

As a tinal step ot empirical analysis, benefits and oosts of

external debt were examined using the results ot simulations

beginning in 1975. '!'he resul ts indicate that an increaae in

long-torm or short-term borrowing createe tar greater income

benetita than the coat ot borrowing and contributee towards the

ltorea l a self-euffic1ency in cspital. '!be tinding:s, however, alao

suggeet that the marginal contribution ot external debt to the

aelt'-e'l,iO,fic1ency ot the economy tenda to decreaae over time. It is

alao found that Korea l s external debt has tailed to generate enough

fer.eign exchange to pay interest and repay the principal on the old

debt. '!'bis finding supports that the major concern with respect to

Korea l s external debt 13 not the solvency problem but the liquidity

problem. 'l'h1a finding also implies that external debt has been

invested mainly in the induatries with a long gestation period.

'!'be empirical tindings so tar presented are based on the data

prior to 1S8 2 • '!'be tindings may be, however, different if" data

covering the period since 1S82 are included. '!be growth rate of

Korea's total e:tercal debt outetanc!ing decreased since 1~ 1 •

Furthermore, due to factors such as low 011 price, low inflation

rate and a devalued won vis-a-vis the Japanese yen, Korea l s exports
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have showed a rapid increase particularly since 1~3 and the current

account balanoe 1s expe~ted to record a $3-4 billion surplus in 1936

for the first time in 9 years.

6.2 Policy Implications

Given various problems inherent in the model, our empirical

resul ts should be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, the

following are some of the policy implications of this study:

1) The liquidity problsa is the major concern with respeot to

Korea' 3 external debt situation. Continous emphasis should be put

on export expansion and import substitution in the future.

2) Since long-term borrowing has the greatest positive effect

on income growth and export expansion, long-term borrowing should

oontinue to be an important source of external financing.

3) Since net external financing inflows cause more significant

consequences on monetary expansion than trade balance, it is

necessary to tak'! such flows into account in formulating monetary

policy.

4) Since the margi:::al contribution of Korea' 3 e:ternal

borrowing towards selr-suft>iciency in capital tends to decrease as

time elapses, efforts should be made to mobilize domestic savings.

To tl:iis end the government may consider measures to curb extl"avagant

consumption behavior on sane part of the Korean society and to

reduce the fungibility of financial resources designated for

investment purposes.
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APPENDIX A

ESTIMATION METHOD OF POTENTIAL OUTPUT IN THE NON-PRIMARY SECTOR

The potential output1 in the non-primary sector, defined as the

maximum level of output which is produced under full utilization of

the labor and capital stock in that sector, can be expressed in the

form of the Cobb-Douglas production function as;

(A.1 )
1- CL CL

GNPPNt = A(LHPNt) KHAt art

where, GNPPN: potential output in the non-pr1mary sector expressed

in real term.

LHPN: potential manhours under full utilization of labor

force in the non-pr1mary sector.

INA : capital stock in the non-primary sector.

er: a proxy of technical change in the non-primary sector.

t : time.

Let GNPNA be actual output in the non-primary sector, and

mul tiply both sides of aquation (A. 1) by GNPNA/GNPNA to obtain;

(A.2)
1- Ci. CL

GNPNAt =A(GNPNAt/GNPPNt)(LBPNt) KHAt art

1 Methods to measure the potential output are discussed in nein
and Preston (1967), Kuh (1966) and Bank of Korea (1975), pp.68-71.
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Here, let assume that;

where ~:l is the rate o~ labor utilization, and.Q. k the rate o~

capital utilization.

From equation (A.2) and (A.3), equation (A.2) can be rewritten

as;

(A.4)

To relate capital utilization to maDhour utilization, we assume, as

R. Solow haa done2:

(A.5) .Q.k = lOlAOt/XNAt = LHOt/LHPNt :.11

where KNAO is the capital stock which is utilized in the non-pr1.mary

sector at time t, and LHU is the utilized manhours at time t.

Equation (A.4) can be expressed as a production function for

actual output in a logarithmic linear form as in (A.6), rewriting

U eLBPN as average man-hours (B) mul t1pl1ed by the number o~ employed

labor force (L);

(A.6) In(GNPNAt) = Bo + B11n(B.Llt + fl2ln( (H.LlLHPN).KNA>t

+ B3T

2Kle1n and PretoD (1967), p. 37.
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where T is time trend.

Equation (A.6) can be changed into the produotion funotion for

the potential output (GNPPN) as in equation (A. 7) by assuming that
.,,:

LHO is equal to LHPN under full employment.

Taking potential werking man-hours, LHPN as maximum working

hours (HPN) mul t1pied by potential maximum number of employed in the

non-primary seotor (LPN), aotual output and potential output

equation can be rewritten, respeotively, as in (A.8) and (A.10).

(A.8 ) In( GNPNAt) = B0 + B11n( H.Llt +

B2 I n« H. L. KNA)/( BPN· LPN) }t + B3 T

The parameters in (A.8) can be estimated if the variable LPN is

given. Further, the potential output can be measured from equation

(A.9) taking max1mum working hours during the observation period as

a proxy for the max1mum potential working hours, HPN.

As a first step to measure the potential maximum number of

employed in the non-primary sector, the funotion of labor

participation ratio to total population in an economy is speoif'1ed

as in (A. ~O) based on the discouraged worker hypothesis:
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(A.10) (LPAR/POP)t =so + a1(LALLlPOP)t

where LPAR is the number o~ labor participation in all industries,

pop total population over 14 years old and LALL the number o~

employed in all industries.

Now we aasuae that the unemployment rate under full employment

be less than r per cent, the potential max1Jllum number of employed in

all indu:striea (LALLPN) can be expressed as:

(A.11) LALLPNt = (1-r)eLPARt

From (A. 10) and (A. 11), the potential muimum number o~

employed in all industries (equals to LALL under ~l employment)

can be estimated in equation (A.12).

(A.12) LALLPNt = (ao(1-r)/(1-a1+a1r»ePOPt

As the next step, the potential maximum number ~ employed in

the non-pr1ma.ry' sector, LPN 15 obtained by assum:1ng that the ratio

o~ LPN to LALLPN be 58IIIe aa the raio o~ the number o~ employed in

the DOn-primary sector (L) to that in all industries (LALL).

(A.13) LPNt = LALLPNte(LlLALLh

With the estimated LPN3 plugged into (A.8), the ~unction o~

3From the estimation result of equata.on (A.10) ao was 0.203 and a,
(Footnote continued)
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actual output in the non-primary sector was estimated as:

(A.14) In(GNPNAt) = - 2.lS4 + 0.853eln(a.Llt
(- 0.784) (3.071)

+ 0 .039.ln( aeL.KHA/( HPN*LPNlt + 0 .0lS.T
(0.168) (2.266)

R2=0.997, D.W.=1.05
(Figures in parentheses are t values.)

By plugging the azt1matad paraiJ1etars in (A. 14) into (A.9) ,

estimated values o~ potential output in the non-primary sector are

as t'ollows (expressed in bil. won in 1975 price):

1961 1,604 1962 1,714 1963 1,856 1964 2,029

1965 2,412 1966 2,792 1967 3,191 1968 3,1181

1969 3,872 1970 4,343 1971 4,764 1972 5,~0

1973 5,694 1974 6,259 1975 6,!S7 1976 7,918

1977 8,889 1978 10,173 1979 11,091 1!S0 11,58 4

1581 12,805

3( continued)
0.668 • The minimum unemployment rate during the observataon period
(3.2 percent) was used as a proJIY for the unemployment rate under
full e!!ployment, r.
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APPENDIX B

SIMULATION FITS OF ENDOGENOOS VARIABLES m BASE SIMULAT:ON

CON
10000 to A

I A A •
I A: Act:ual value

I *: SililUlated value A
I

3000 to • A
I • 1

I
I • A, A
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I A •
I A •
I 0\
I A •

~UOO + 1
A •

A A
1 1 A • •

A • • • • •
2uOO to

----------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--------------1961 1961&. 1967 1970 1973 1976 1979

YElH

~ote: 5 observations are hidden.

Figure 5.1 Historical Simulation of Private Consumption (CON)
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Note:.10observat1ons are hidden.

Figure 5.2 Historical Simulation o~ Gross Investment (I)
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Note: 6 observations are hidden.

Figure 5.3 Historical Simulation ot Total Exports on GNP Base (GX)
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Note: 14 observations are hidden.

Figure 5.4 Historical S1mulation of Total Imports on GNP Base (GM)
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Note: 8 obs3rvations are hidden.

Figure 5.5 Historical Simulation ot Gross National Produot (GNP)
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Note: 9 observations are hidden.

Figmoa 5.6 Historical Simulation ot GNP in the Non-primary Sector
(GNPNA)
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Figure 5.1 Historical Simulatton of capital Stock (K)
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Figure s.s Historical Simulation ot COlllDlod1ty Exports on B. o. P.
Base (BIC)
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Figure 5.9 Historical S1mulatioD or Total Imports OD B. O.P. Bee
(EMC)
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Note: 3 observations are hidden.

Figure 5.10 H1:stcrical Simulation o~ Current Balance Account (BCB)
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Figure 5.11 H1stcr1cal S1.IIlulation or Net Foreign Asset:s Held by the
B. O.I. (NFAI)
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Noce: 9 observations are hidden.

Figure 5.12 Historical Simulation of Money Supply (MS)
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Note: 10 observations are hidden.

Figure 5.13 Hbtcr1cal S1mulat1on ot GNP Deflator in the
HOlPpr1mB17 Sectcr (PHA)
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Figure 5.14 H1stcric8i Simulation ot GNP DetlatOl" (PGNP)
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Figure 5.15 H1stcrical Simulation ot Required External Borrowing
(NEB)
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Figure 5.16 H1atar1cal Simulation o~ capacity Utilization Rate
in the NOD-primarY Sector (CAP)
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APPENDIX C

SIMULATION RESULTS OF ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES
IN EACH POLICY SIMULATION4

Table 6.1

Simulation Resul ts of sm LEB Beginning in 1965

u8S DeUN D1 DGX DGII DGBP OGHPH& aaxc D811e

I ;).000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 o. 000 o.ooooou 0.0001100
J. u.ouo 0.000 0.000 c, 000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 0.000000
J o.uoo 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 0.000000
<l 171.Uil7 1911. 1118 23.612 -52• .201:1 440.974 440.9711 0.027606 -0.056453
5 117.~11 29.493 42.389 -118.653 237.746 237.746 0.1l52!1119 -0.052060
t) IJ4.526 31.876 59.682 -110.1173 266.558 266.55d 0.il76216 -0. 041111117
7 :hS.5&5 31.220 75.381 -30.075 1132.241 432. 241 0.OH576 -0.033432
:s J6i.16d6 32.638 93.522 -16.782 512.429 51.2.429 0.1171116 -0. a 181il5

'"
3111.740 30.608 1011.782 -0.1138 1197.569 497.569 0.135189 0.1100101

lu 46:1.u7 28.073 117.2116 17.1I1:10 597• .276 597.276 0.151716 0.0202113
11 113:1.7511 21l.606 125.813 36.1115 553.758 553.758 0.166890 0.042552
1~ 41~.1l66 17.029 111.5114 45.394 498.245 498.245 0.180tS19 O. Q64794
lJ Jbu.d22 10.385 a8.1Il3 43.425 416.525 1l16.525 0.193608 0.087"'08
III ,j0'3.771 10.072 99.701 54.9111 364.602 3611.602 0.205348 II. 1111672
15 J.d5.0li9 1.977 94.7S0 69.241 314.555 311l.555 0.216127 0.11l4936
II> <;5J. 7~i1 -1.0116 91.034 81.501 262• .215 262.215 0• .<l2602J. 0.178612
17 219.2:12 -5.645 86.013 91.214 208.4116 208.446 0.235106 0.216315
Id 1911.U~7 ·9.082 75.255 91.7411 164.486 164.486 0.243446 0.256tJll1
19 J.1I.7b2 -I:I.OIU 72.738 86. 118 196.338 1~6. 33d 0.251103 0.297261:1
2<) J.N.J.J7 -10.765 72.1188 94.804 21l1. 157 241.157 0.258132 U.33 ",a79

,,!IS OSCII DP:lfli DlIll D&: &lIP.U: OilS DeAL> DIIIEB

u.uooooo 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 11.00 1.1.000000 u.OO
i. u.i.lUOOOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 0.00' 0.000000 0.00
J li.OUilOOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 1>.000000 0.00
1I u.UiI.. 059 0.000500 -0.0131196 1911.148 30.J47 30.35 0.181024 -75.14
;) u.I;)5009 0.0:)4649 0.001l190 223.6111 45.213 .. 5.21 0.01:14337 -85.08
t) a.12<)663 0.005666 0.005212 255.517 63.015 63.01 0.082782 -911.62
7 u, 131007 0.004714 0.004848 286.737 83.729 2316.53 U.1:l30 .. il -101.55
II u.135291 0.004999 0.004534 31~.375 107. 1156 349.d5 0.131157 -107.03
~ \I.IJS087 0.0:) 6885 0.008842 3/l9.983 133.687 1I00.12 0.113574 -102.11

11.1 0.D1473 0.010007 0.01G36~ 378.056 163.1)35 617.17 0.124303 -95.41 .-
11 u.1211338 0.013098 0.018515 402.661 197.568 671.73 0.108071 -83.99
12 II.11bU26 0.0168916 0.0231163 419.690 232.617 738.5!: u.006772 -5d.29
lJ U.III:;700 0.023A167 0.032491 430.075 268.526 e51.l3 0.0660illl -36.134
h II.0)9u677 0.032594 0.042855 1I/l0.147 307.775 . 900.24 0.051761 -43.lIb
I~ u, U111 91 0.039890 0.0521157 11114.125 345.737 1010.93 0.039423 -21.03
10 o, a4 71111) 0.048932 0.06112bO 443.078 381.395 1u81.25 0.a29278 -11.50
11 II.U Id192 :>.061839 0.077856 1137.433 413.541 1170.JJ. 0.&J20.J1I2 &.17
ld -0.uU36B 0.\)77072 1).0969S8 428.351 1141.157 1256.41 0.1.114726 18.011
I~ -0. Ullu 165 0.101555 0.121379 1120.308 1f61 • .:l46 17d.!.25 0.016317 1... 77
J.U -,).uIl1747 0.111&087 0.140779 1109.543 470.5613 2631.119 O.Old702 24.99

4'!'he f'1r:!t letter -DII in the tmme of each variable means the
difference between the simulated and the base case.
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Table 6.2

Simulation Resul ts ot SIM. LEB Beginning in 1975

"'liS ileo:! DI DGX DGB DGliP DGHl'lfA D~Xl: DIl!!C

1 ".uOO Q .:>0:>0 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.uOOOOO 0.000000
I. O.Ouo O.UOOO 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.UOOOOO 0.000000
J 1).000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 U.OOOUOO
~ 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 O.OOOUOO
5 IJ.UUU 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.1)00000 u.OOOOOO

" U. UOO u.:>OOO 0.0000 U.OOO 0.000 1).000 0.000000 0.000000
1 "'.OUO O.JOOO 0.0000 0.000 0.000 U.OOO 0.000000 U.OOOOOO
ij ".OUO 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 O.OOOOUO
'J u.uoo 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 U.OOOOOO 0.000000

hi 0.000 0.0000 O.OOUO 0.000 O.OOu 0.000 0.000000 0.000000
II II. uuo 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 0.000000,. U.OUO a.aOilO 0.0000 0.000 O.UOO O. ODD 0.000000 O.OOOOuO
1J J.UOO 1l.00:>0 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 U.OOOOuo
III 1 U.:. 772 74.99'51 13.3034 -25.970 217.040 217.0110 0.027606 -0.u55578
I~ 'J1.31.6 13.986J 23. 1199 -23.872 152.304 15~.JO/l 0.0529/19 -0.01191198
h. 10". 1~2 14.11783 30.&233 -18.382 165.616 165.676 0.016216 -0.039703
11 lu7.1.03 13.7143 35.6380 -11.113 167.81lti 167.13118 0.091576 -0.0251i5&
ld 107.11011 11.1923 36.11611 -3.262 158.0311 158.034 0.111186 -1l.0084111
19 IJ~.I~1 10.0895 39.12112 2.9911 181.340 181.3110 0.135189 O. ul1051
21l l~l.Il~7 9.1627 112.511111 'j. 181 236.1153 236.1153 0.151716 0.033532

OOS DIi';~ DPGHP Dt-Ill OK OIfPlK OilS lI~lP DillEd

O.OUOOOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 U.OO 0.0000000 0.000

" O.OUOuOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 O.OuOOOOO 0.000
J 11.1/110000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 G.OO O.OOOOOOi.l 0.000
II u.GuOOOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 O.OUO Il.OU O.OOuOOuo O.uOO
S u.OOOOOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.0000000 0.000
e lI.uuuuoo o.oaoooo 0.000000 0.000 0.000 11.00 11.0000000 U.OOO
7 Il.OOOuOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.0000000 0.000
Il u.o,;,uuOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 u.OOOOOOO 0.000
~ o.OIlUOOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.0000000 0.000

10 0 • ..1..10\100 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 O.uo U.OOOOOOu u.uOO
11 i).1I001l00 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 lJ.OOOOoOO 0.000
l.l u.DOuuOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 !J.OO 1I.000UOuo O.UOO
B 11.11001100 0.000000 0.000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 U.OOOOOOO <i.000
114 II.J:l31811 -0.0011550 -0.0011816 111.995 511.968 160.78 0.030dlll -39.1163
15 lJ.li/lIl1l7 -0.003677 -0.001l01l3 88.981 al.000 236.d5 0.0190il81 -117.1123
16 O.ll:i:-l 'I -0.0011106 -0.005103 103.1160 111.81l2 317.1l7 lJ.01II/l989 - .. 9.510
17 lJ.l':31132 -0.005323 -0.005086 117.2311 14&.570 4111.79 0.0163802 -1I7.0H
III 0.1,,;)000 -0.0:)5605 -1l.0058111 128.1126 1811.322 5211.95 1>.011111401 -39.550
19 0.1211131 -0.001702 -0.008121 138.516 231.332 993. d7 O.0151170J -36.2111
:lU O.lldles -0.010750 -0.011960 I1l7.679 2a~.06J I 51111. 7b 0.lllllJ36d -.33.657
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Table 6.3

Simulation Results ot SIM. SEB Beginning in 1965

ties DC;)" D1 DGX DGIS DGIIP DGIIPHl DK Dexc

1 J.aoo 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000000
~ a.",oo 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.ouOOOO
J J.\lOO 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.011 11.00 0.000000
16 -25.d28 ·"57.56 -57.858 -147.49 -393.76 -393.76 -1657.56 -0.067645
~ 1Jl.072 110.70 ·q9.969 -156.52 278.32 278.l2 .q 16.86 -0.062102
Q 11l7.Ii63 162. ao -qq.797 -160.13 306.110 ]06.00 -374.06 -0.057013
7 lH.4&81 16 3. 11 -160.542 -165".167 1682.5 I q82.51 -330.95 -0.052J161
d 3!1d.078 tH.OII -38.1629 -176.316 58l.03 583.03 ·2d3.91 -0.0411052
9 1l0~.133 119.161 -316.~58 ·181.162 601.70 601.70 -2311.50 -0.0114&114

10 541.d53 51.80 -31.350 -190.01 752.31 752.31 -182.70 -0.011049:1
11 :Ho.oOO 5 s, 26 -28.073 -19:2.69 751l.167 7516.167 -129.1I1l -0. 0J71li 1
12 5;td.791 165.36 -21.093 -16l.49 715.55 715.55 -d4.0d -0.034134
lJ 16h.786 33.18 -116.389 -117.96 611.54 611.54 -50.90 -0.031337
14 432.dl11 ]2.75 -13.9811 -11'7.1l7 569.0/6 569.04 ·18.16 -0.028769
15 /61l0.900 31l. 15 -11.5911 -120.50 583.96 5il3.96 16.00 -0:'026/41~

16 /434.303 ]3.73 ·9.718 -118.39 576.65 576.65 /49.73 -0.02/42/47
17 1619.Jfl7 32.3/6 -8.15/6 ·112./49 556.06 556.06 82.06 -0.022260
lli lIu~.129 27.71 ·6.325 -97.89 521.111 521.111 109.77 ·0. "'201136
19 16:i~.J99 22.65 -5.16/41 -81.37 5AO.69 580.69 132./43 -0.01lt762
~u 079.JOl 22.31 -16.8/62 -80.20 776.97 716.97 154.73 -0. o 172lll

01S:> .lI!lSC il8ca D"PlK ons DPIil DPGIIP DeAP DilES

1 J.OOOOO 0.000000 0.00 0.00 0.00000 G.aoooo 0.00000 u.oo
J. u.OuOOO 0.0000011 0.00 0.00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 o.uo
J O.OUOOO 0.000000 0.00 0.00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00
q -\I. 1,91lt! 0.091835 31.27 31.27 0.01205 -0.1l053a -\).16164 -97.19
~ ·0.16919 0.106087 166.33 1l6.33 -1).101&99 -0.0414711 0.0:1873 ~lliO.26

b -\I. 1771/4 0.120128 6/6.15 64.15 ·0.11925 -0.0571.l 0.0951.13 -11id.d5
7 -0.la620 0.133863 85.30 238.92 -0.12388 -0.0716311 0.13735 -209.165
Ii -J.19502 O. llf 7571 110.11/4 360.q7 -0. JIIIIOII -0.08643 O. J492J -215.59
!I -U.201172 0.160608 140.69 /621.09 -0. 162t19 -0.10639 0.13734 -211l.37

10 -J.lI330 0.1729011 177.7/6 669.53 -0.16542 -0.12342 0.15b57 -236.08
11 -u.22154 0.181f359 222.95 758.02 -1).18786 -0.1/4291 0.11172/4 -250:.22
1~ -\l • .l~908 :I. 19 qq/411 273.80 869.32 -0.2121lt ·0.J6288 o. J2462 -251.60
13 -0 • .236211 0.2011901 330.3S 10/67.22 -0.26150 -0.20341 0.09690 -208.82
I" -Il. ~lllll9 0• .l1 11718 1600.78 1172.27 -0.31801 -0.25371 0.08078 -lllt.311
1~ -"'.J.son 0.2211360 1678.q6 1399.00 -0.37635 -0.29768 0.0731'1 -157.91
16 -J. ,,:;906 0.23 as 13 563.89 1598.63 -0.q5017 -0.355111 0.061139 -lti~.15

1"1 -0 • .205/60 0.2113138 657.62 1861.1l7· -0.52138 -0.q3015 11.05427 -1316.d5
Iii -I). ~7266 0.252225 760.22 2165.09 -O.6J878 ·0.5~019 0.011668 -107.05
1~ -J.27961: 1).260881 886.50 3425. q3 -0. ~0769 -0.68781& 0.04826 -90.33
,U -J.2116511 0.26'1320 1033.15 5778.ql -0.95566 -0.790161 0.06025 -103.3t1
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Table 6.4

SimulaUon Results ot SIM.SEB Beginning in 1975

OBS ;)~ull ox DC: DCll DGIII? DGIfPlIA DK narc

1 U.:JUU 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000000
4: u.uoo 0.00 O.OO~ G.OOO 0.000 0.000 o; 00 0.000000
J 0.0011 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000000.. 11.0011 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .0.00 0.000000
5 O.JO~ 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 o, 000000
b U• .lUU 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000000
7 11.001.1 o, 00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000000
0 u.voo 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 o; 00 0.000000
'j 1I.001i 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000000

10 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000000
11 a.JOO 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 o, 000000
1~ U.DOU 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000000
13 O• .lUO 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1l.00 0.000000
14 JU.!J1I7 -168.95 -32.599 -75.521 -95.438 -95.438 -16d.95 -0.067645
15 Illu.5'H 18.82 -27.258 -Q2.650 174.804 174.804 -150.13 -0.062102
111 114.59oJ 20 •.14 -22.9!11 -~3.a52 195.8(10 195.1100 -129.79 -0.057013
17 l:l~. 7916 20.91 -19.112 -81.977 207.511 207.511 -10d.88 -0.0523111
111 1~7. 951» 19.1U -14.1172 -73.160 205.339 205.339 -89.79 -0.01l8052
19 15!1.5411 16.17 -12.793 -62.092 225.013 225.013 -73.62 -0.04.. 114
20 l3d.09U 16.56 -11.385 -62.336 305.601 305.601 -57. 06 -0.0/&U499

UtlS OoliC DOCS DIf'AK DIIS DPIl OPCIIP OC..P OilED

1 O.JOuuO 0.000000 0.000 0.00 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000
2 o.,)uOOO 0.000000 0.000 0.00 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000
J 0.1I0UOO 0.000000 0.000 0.00 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000
4 u.uOlJUO 0.000000 0.000 0.00 0.000000 0.000000 0.000001l 0.000
5 u.OOOOO 0.000000 0.000 0.00 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000
l> 1J.0UOUO 0.000000 0.000· 0.00 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000
7 0.001.100 O. 000000 0.000 0.00 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000
It 0.1111000 0.000000 0.000 0.00 0.1)00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000
9 U.OOUOO 0.000000 0.000 0.00 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000

10 u.ooouO 0.1)00000 0.000 0.00 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000
11 iJ.OuOOO 0.000000 0.000 0.00 0.000000 0.001l000 0.000000 0.000
1~ 1l.0;)01l0 0.000000 0.000 0.00 0.000000 o.ooouoo 0.000000 0.000
13 U.UDUOO 0.000000 0.000 0.00 0.000000 O. vOODOO O.COOOOO 0.000
III -0.111102 0.0939·77 57.28/& 167.56 0.0021"11 0.001997 -0.0135"9 -II2.d40
1~ -u.17234 0.110235 85.158 2/&9.00 -0.1)03760 -0.00353" 0.0219011 -55.806
It> -u.la~:l6 0.125948 118.q58 335.83 -0.001l9112 -0.0011715 0.021862 -01.367
17 -0.1 :1360 0.141258 157.498 Q"5.72 -0.005007 -0.0055Jli 0.020251 -63.084
1tl -0.2JH6 0.155905 202. SSB 576.88 ·0.005982 -0.006032 0.01li3liJ -5d."'11
1~ -0.21355 0.169/&36 263.111 1016.66 -0.1l08087 -0.007878 0.018700 -49. III 3
.lU -0.":":":ll5 0.IB23/&B 337.5511 1887.94 ·0.01302" -0.011910 0.023699 -51.2"11
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Table 6.5

Simulation Resul ts ot SIM.OFCI Beg:l.nJi1ng in 1965

(juS UC:JN ox DGX OGII DGIIP DGllPIiA OK Dille

1 0.0 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 iJ.O 0.000000'
~ 11.0 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.0 1l.0 0.0 0.0000001
J 11.0 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.0 o.u 0.0 0.0000001.. -""5.1 -668.58 66.479 1168.641 -1535.9 -1535.9 -668.6 0.07772Qi
3 -,HI." -123.93 119.3117 492.901 -838.9 -838.~ -79l.5 O. 1'4~079
0 -j57.5 -108.11'4 168.035 S07.477 -805.8 -805.a -901.'4 0.214587
7 -od5.4 -9'4.88 212.236 535.6811 -1103.7 -1103.7 -996.2 0.":74727'
b -1153.:1 -9f>. 11 263.314 591.827 -1277.9 -1277.9 -1092.3 0.329939
oj -~5~. 9 -99.08 295.016 636.769 -1303.7 -1303.7 -1191.4 0.3110626

10 -11411.6 '105.22 330.109 700.1159 -1f>24.2 -1624.2 -1~96.6 0.427160
11 -11"b.4 -111.911 354.229 7411.217 -1652.3 -16S2.3 -14011_5 I). 46!18lH
12 -1131>.6 -96.20 31/1.053 662.646 -1581.4 -1581.1& -1504.7 0.5u<Jl0l
13 -10l2.3 -66. 13 2119.858 5011.652 -1343.2 -1343.2 -1570.8 0.545107
14 -'1 .. .!.7 -63.50 280.710 529.811 -1255.3 -1255.3 -1634.3 0.578163
15 -1005.8 -91.22 266.770 5711.4109 -13~4.6 -1394.6 -1715.5 0.608510
If> -IOJ4!.7 -90.85 256.308 597.4109 -1464.6 -1"64.6 -11106.4 0.036370
17 -1040.2 -9f>.77 242.171 602.040 -1496.8 -1496.11 -1903.2 U.6619117
III -IlH5. I -ll9...7 211.881 555.308 -1'468.l) -1468.0 -1992.6 0.685428
1~ -1259.2 -69.83 2011.795 486.929 -1611.1 -1611.1 -2062.4 0.701>985
lU -Id~.!. ';l -rs, 42 204.092 505.707 -2.2.20.0 -2220.0 -2137.9 0.726776

uas DIlcSC DBCB DIIPAIt OilS DUA Dl'GIfP D~AP Diles

1 U.llUOUO 0.0000 0.0 0 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00
2 u.OOUOU 0.0000 0.0 0 u.OOOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00
3 u.lh)UOU 0.0000 0.0 0 0.000000 0.00000 O. 00000 o, UO
'4 IJ. SUb 75 -0.11290 -30.2 -30 0.OU005 -0.10066 -0.63050 -129.54
5 11.5;:950 -0.3904 -76.2 -78 0.197383 0.021107 -0.29758 111)1.96
b u. So 14:.1 -0.3/169 -125.6 -126 0.183773 0.03904 -0.25025 373. 22
7 II. oJ':':': I -0.3295 -175.1 -"90 0.163429 0.06101 -1).31'418 365.8tl
II 0.b5725 -0.121) -229.8 -750 0.195310 0.06936 -1).32709 366. es
\I u, '11 !l5b -0.3389 -293.4 -878 0.196479 0.09227 -0.29757 376. 1'4

10 0.711750 -0.3603 -370.7 -1396 0.1689216 O. 10826 -0.33802 ' 408.80
11 U. db 171 -0.1918 -466.3 -1585 0.186143 0.125J4 -\J.32.247 '436.34
12 O. :lj5~1 -0.11268 -576.0 -1829 0.200495 0.14028 -0.27540 If02. 31
u l.lll~75 -0.11676 -701.5 -222/1 0.2301165 0.16963 -0.21284 304.99
14 1.1\J1l05 - O. 5219 -665.1 -2531 0.266627 0.20727 -0. 17d21 256.02
15 1.I"'h~ -0.5989 -IOS5.3 -3086 0.320027 0.l4427 -0.17'479 33U.6'4
16 1.3i11153 -0.6682 -1276.4 -3619 0.31311815 0.2931l6 -I). 163511 J66.1I1l
17 1."dI9 -0.7612 -1533.8 -113111 0.4361112 0.35556 -0.1'4607 37'4.20
18 1.506:19.$ -0.86'45 -1832.4 -5219 0.532598 0.42534 -0.13142 350.60
19 l.o767J -0.9697 -22213.6 -8611 0.678602 0.56607 -1.1. 13389 288.57
~O 1.11U:l6~ -1.0830 -2719.8 -15212 0.840115 0.66700 -0.17216 31'4.511
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Table 6.6

Simulation Results o~ SIM.OFCI Beginning in 1975

OilS DCON OI DGI DGII DGllP DGliPIIA OK DBIC

1 J.OIl :>.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.011 0.00 0.0000110
2 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 o.oa 0.00 0.000000
j J.oO 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000000
It u.1l0 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000000
~ J.IIO 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 o.oa c.uo 0.11000110
6 11.110 o, 00 0.000 0.000 0.00 1l.00 0.00 0.000000
7 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 1l.00 0.00 1l.000000
tI u.OO 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.01l 0.00 0.00 0.000000
9 J.uo 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 11.00 0.00 0.000000

10 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.L100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000000
11 a.llo 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.1l0 0.00 0.1100000
12 o.uO 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 O.IlLl 0.00 0.000000
I;; J.L10 0.00 0.000 0.000 11.00 1l.1l0 0.00 ' 0.000000
14 -22:1.dO ·256.36 37.456 237.940 -686.64 -686.64 -256.36 0.077724
15 ·J.~5.a7 -57.72 65.09/l 257.490 -475.79 -475.79 -314.08 0.149079
16 - 255.59 -52.111 86.220 263.392 -485.17 -485.17 -3b6.49 0.214587
11 -d2.0O -48. 19 100.339 264.239 -484.15 -4811.15 -414.69 0.J74727
18 -277.19 -40.70 101.855 2115.21l9 -461.33 -461• .JJ -455. 47 0.H9l139
19 -':'l5.16 -29." t 110. ISS 217.823 -472.2/l -472.2/l -484.88 0.300626
20 -5U~.b5 -lO.OO 119.869 230.370 -6113.25 -643_25 -514.9b 0.427160

oas DblSC DBCD DIiPlIC' OilS DPU DPGIP DeAP OilED

1 O.OOlluOO 0.00000 0.00 0.0 0.0000000 0.0000000 O. 000000 0.000
J. O.I1UOIIOO 0.00000 0.00 0.0 0.0000000 0.0000001l 1I.1100000 0.000
3 0.000000 0.00000 0.00 0.0 0.0000000 O.OOOUOOO 0.000000 0.000
4 0.000000 0.00000 0.00 0.0 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.000000 0.000
5 O.OIlUOUO 0.00000 0.00 0.0 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.000000 0.000
Ii O.Oililll"O O.JOOOO 0.00 0.0 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.000000 0.000
7 O.uOOOOO 0.00000 0.00 0.0 0.0001l000 0.0000000 O. 000000 0.000
d u.OIlUllOO 0.00000 0.00 11.0 0.0000000 0.0000000 1l.000000 O.UOO
9 Il.UllOOOO 0.00000 0.00 CI.O 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.000000 0.000

III O.ouJlloO 0.00000 0.00 0.0 0.0000000 0.0000001l O.OOOOUO 0.000
11 U. uuUIlUO 0.00000 0.00 0.0 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000011 0.000
1:': O.UO';'OUO 0.00000 0.00 0.0 O.OOOOOUO 0.0000000 O.OOUUOIl 0.000
13 U.1l0001l0 0.00000 0.00 0.0 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.000000 O.OOU
14 U.Sil!l:':14 -0.431119 -55.46 -162.2 0.0154268 0.014lU4J -0. C/97479 Ilib .03U
15 u.~3bn5 -0.38765 -142.72 -1117.3 0.0118728 0.010a441 -0.059630 193.648
16 O. :21.. d55 -0.36027 -230.53 -653.6 0.0 '424 12 0.0131785 -0.054113 178.565
17 1J.6~ .. 558 -0.3/l983 -322.59 -912.9 0.0136268 0.0145479 -0.047248 IU4.621
Id lJ.od~552 -iJ.35461 -42.2.45 -1203. I 0.0157561 0.0154012 -U.041301 143.674
1!1 0.750430 -0.36980 -553.16 -2137.4 0.0199158 0.1l189731 -0.039245 107.9311
J.O 0.d~49J5 -0.39777 -714.02 -3993.5 0.0314450 O.02l11556 -0.049883 111.19~
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Table 6.7

Simulation Resul ts ot SIM.MIX Beginning in 1975

ASS DeOil DI DliI DGlI DGMP DGIfPlfA DfSJ::C n SI!C

1 U.JOO O.JOU 0.0000 O.OOU 0.000 U.OOO O.OOvOOO O. UOOOOO
J. U.JUO O.JOO 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 O.OOOOOU
J O.OOU 1).1)00 0.0000 O.OOU 0.000 0.000 O.UOOOOO O.OOOUOO.. U.lluu 0.000 O. 0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 O.OOOUOO
~ O.JOO O.JO:l 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OOuOOO 1l.000000
0 o.uOO 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 0.000000
7 u, JOy 0.:l00 0.0000 0.001l 0.000 0.000 u.OUOOUO 0.000000
tl u, yUO 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 O.OOOUOO
9 U.JUU o .JOO 0.0000 0.000 0.000 ll.oOO 0.000000 0.000000

lu O.OOU o.oou 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 o.oooouu
11 u.:.lOU 0.000 O.OOUO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 O.OOOOUO
12 O••I(IU 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 o.aoo o.uoooou O.OuOOUO
IJ Y.Juu O.JOO 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000000 0.000000
1/6 1116.701 -116.6In 0.111011 -28.001 18.814 18.8116 a.oo 1536 -0.059152
15 71. !iS~ 11.689 10.1051 -26.926 126.672 126.672 010~32liO -li.05703tJ
1& dl.u:lJ. 12.120 17.3189 -23.382 llfl.114 141.114 0.0113166 -0.051952
11 9J.. "'olJ. 12.659 22./'302 -18.133 1166.163 1166.163 0.0611f58 -0. 01136511
la ';/16.Ylll 10.93J 2/6.11158 -11.3711 140.1f33 140.1133 1l.076252 -0.0321129
l!i Ild.1bll 9.95U 27.1007 -5. /693 161.203 161.203 0.U93670 -U. a 19 356
":0 172. J.Jb 'I.37J 30.2515 -1.Olfl 212.!J07 212.!i07 O. lQ1821f -0. OU3Ii 12

oas DilCb DPGItP OPU OK DII!'lK iJltS DeAP DilES

I O.OUJUilO O.OOOOOOU O. 0000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 O.ooooooa U.OOO
~ U.uuuOuO 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 O.OOOOUOO O.UOO
3 I!. oouOuO 0.0000000 0.0000000 U.OOO 0.000 0.00 0.0000000 0.01l0
II 0.1l00uOO 0.0000000 O. 0000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 O.OOUOOUO U.OOOs u.OuuouO 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 O. 0000000 0.000
b U.OOIlIlIlO .1.0000000 0.0000000 0.000 U.OOO O.uO O.OUOOOUU 0.000
1 oJ.OuOOuO o.aooooou 0.0000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00000<10 0.000
tl tJ.IlUllOOO O.ooooooa O.OOOOOUO 0.000 0.000 O.Uu U.OUIlUOOO 0.000
':J U. ulloJOOO 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.000 0.000 O.Ull 0.0000000 0.000

10 u.lli1ll0UO O.OOOOOUO 0.0000000 0.000 0.000 0.00 O.OOOOUUO O.OUO
11 O. illlOOUO 0.0000000 0.0000000 O.OQO 0.000 0.00 0.0000000 0.000
12 0.1I0lluuO 0.11000000 0.0000000 1l.000 0.000 0.00 O.UOOOOUO 1l.000
13 u. uOOOuO e, 001)!l000 0.0000000 11.000 0.000 0.00 O.OOOOOOQ c).OUO
14 O.lIollotlB -0.0016IfScl -0.0017624 -1/6.6111 50.U2 1~6.66 0.0111887 -31.621
15 o, 1100219 -1I.002808~ -0.00301l1l1f -2.952 11. 062 207.7t1 0.u158157 -31.359
It> u, u!I:l118 -0.0036918 -0.0039365 9.169 96.708 2111.11 0.01575611 -II 1.\)97
11 ll.ll1:)111 -11.004221:11. -1l.0039230 22.1127 126.390 357.bd 0.01426110 -4U.776
18 1I.110odl -\.1.0011498 I ·0.00115-.86 33.260 159.IISIf /6511.IJ 0.012S72J -35.6114
1!1 a. 11311~b -i).~061246 -0.0063550 IIJ. 110 201.641 779.14 0.1l133967 -3.J..bIl2
~O 1l.ll1036 -0.OOIl9274 -0.0098550 52.482 250.206 1399.110 0.0165108 -31.517
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